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O

ne of the things that remains so consistent about the charity sector is
its ability to provide support. It achieves so much more than any other
industry; it saves lives, it gives homes to the homeless, it reunites
families, it fights for equality and helps to protect our planet.
The hundreds of thousands of charities operating in the UK collectively
achieve life-changing things. But while this sector provides endless support to
beneficiaries, it doesn’t always succeed in providing enough support
internally. Not until it’s too late, anyway.
Last year, research from Acevo revealed a shocking amount of charity
leaders – women in particular – had experienced online trolling. The report
found just under 50% admitted to having been trolled, which included death
threats, racism and sexual messages. This is something people – your friends,
colleagues and peers – have been enduring silently for years and as a sector,
we are only just starting to do something about it.
Furthermore, at the time of writing, an incredibly brave blog post has just
been published by a charity leader who reveals her struggles with leading
under pressure and what severe work-related stress ‘taught her about
stopping’. After taking some time out, she was able to recover, but as
conversations around wellbeing continue, it occurs to me that such levels of
stress shouldn’t be given a space to grow in the first place.
If recent news has taught us anything, it is to be nicer to one another; to
support one another and to intervene before it’s too late. This issue of Charity
Times shines a light on some of the areas where charity workers can start to
bridge gaps and collaborate – not only to provide better services and support
to beneficiaries, but to provide more support to each other, too.
Our columnists Caron Bradshaw and Srabani Sen explore how leaders can
use their platform to better tackle the inequalities that exist within our sector
(p.15,17), while our cover story focuses on fixing the – often strained –
relationship between charities and their trade unions (p.28).
In an era where freedom of speech has paved way to hate and where the
pressures of society, technology and funding are increasing, it seems more
important than ever to come together, team up and create stronger support
systems. After all, as the wonderful Lucy Caldicott tells us in this issue’s
profile interview (p.19), “we can’t innovate or challenge ourselves without
different kinds of people”.

Lauren Weymouth, Editor

Average net
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July 18 – June 19
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News

in brief
two thirds of Charities failing
to Meet fundraising reporting
standards

Charity seCtor salaries on the
rise; Causes ‘huge’ spike in job
appliCations

Salaries in the third sector are
continuing to rise, causing a ‘huge’
spike in job applications for charity
jobs, new research has revealed.
According to the latest quarterly job
market report from CV-Library,
salaries in the charity sector grew by
2.6% in the final few months of 2019,
bucking the national trend, which saw
salaries generally decrease by 7.8%.
The report, which assessed job
market data throughout Q4 2019 and
compared it with findings from the
previous year, found the increase in
salaries had coincided with a surge in
applications for jobs within the
charity sector.
Married trustees disqualified
for using Charity funds to buy
holidays and live rent-free

A married couple who held trustee
roles at a dog rescue charity have
been disqualified for living in the
charity’s property rent-free and using
charitable funds to pay for family
holidays. An investigation by the
Charity Commission revealed the
former trustees of the Chichester
and District Dog Rescue Society
had withdrawn £316,120 in cash
from the charity’s bank account
and were living for free in the
charity’s property.
06
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Just 40 per cent of charities are fully
compliant with fundraising reporting
requirements as set out by the
Fundraising Regulator, new figures
have shown. Under the Charities Act,
charities are required to provide a
statement on fundraising in their
annual reports, prompting charities to
show how they are protecting donors
and the public from poor fundraising
practices. But research by the
regulator has found 60 per cent of
charities are not fully compliant with
these requirements and are providing
inadequate fundraising statements in
their annual reports.
regulator to probe into
ConCerns at footballers’
Charity

The Charity Commission has opened
an inquiry into the Professional
Footballers’ Association charity after
concerns were raised about the
relationship between the charity and
its trade union. The regulator opened
a regulatory compliance case into the
matter in November 2018, and has
since launched an official statutory
inquiry – the regulator’s most serious
intervention – to gain an insight into
whether there is a conflict of interest
in the charity’s relationship with its
trade union.

“Salaries in the
charity sector grew by
2.6% in the final few months
of 2019, bucking the
national trend, which saw
salaries generally decrease
by 7.8%.”

publiC seCtor volunteers less
satisfied than Charity
volunteers, report finds

People who give their time to
charities are more satisfied than those
who volunteer for public services,
such as hospitals, libraries and
schools, new research has revealed.
New figures by the NCVO have
revealed one in four (24%) of
volunteers for public services, think
their work feels ‘too much like paid
work’ and are more likely to report
their experience is ‘too bureaucratic’
and less likely to ‘feel a sense of
belonging’ to the organisation they
are volunteering with.
regulator CritiCises Marie
stopes over £434,000 Ceo salary

The Charity Commission has
criticised trustees at Marie Stopes
International for the ‘significant’ pay
package awarded to the charity’s
chief executive. The charity came
under fire earlier last year when it
was revealed the CEO, Simon Cooke,
had been paid a ‘significant bonus’,
which boosted his annual salary to
£434,000, after the charity’s income
rose by £700,000 in a year.
oxfaM ChristMas retail sales
hit eight-year high

Oxfam’s 2019 Christmas sales hit
highs not seen since 2011, despite
a challenging year for the charity

News

in brief
and for the high street. The charity’s
retail sales climbed by 7% over
the Christmas period, bucking the
trend seen among many high street
retailers who have noticed a
significant slump as shoppers
opt for web-based competitors.
oxfaM to Make raft of
redundanCies in bid to plug
£16M defiCit

Oxfam could be about to make a
huge raft of redundancies in a bid to
plug a £16m deficit, reports have
alleged. The Times reported the
revelation was made in an internal
memo, written by the charity’s chief
executive, Danny Sriskandarajah,
which was leaked to employees.
According to an article published in
the paper, the memo warned Oxfam
staff that the charity is approaching a
‘difficult time’ and that a ‘budget
gap’ would need to be filled by
‘reducing core costs’.
four uk Charities naMed in list
of 100 Most lgbt-friendly
eMployers

The UK’s most LGBT-friendly
employers to work for have been
revealed, with four charities making
into the top 100. The annual list of
employers, which is compiled by
Stonewall and ranks employers from
across all sectors on how LGBT
inclusive their workplaces are,
features four UK charities, including
Youth Sport Trust, Victim Support,
Touchstone and St Mungo’s. Youth
Sport Trust was the highest ranked
charity, landing in at number 21,
while Victim Support came in at 25,
Touchstone at 44 and St Mungo’s
at 93.
st Mungo’s staff vote to strike

Staff at homelessness charity, St
Mungo’s have voted to strike in a
row over terms and conditions.
According to union Unite, an
overwhelming majority (84%) of

members at the charity voted to take
industrial action. There are currently
500 Unite members working at the
organisation. The dispute between the
charity and staff are in relation to
breaches of the ‘junior staffing cap’,
which is an agreement negotiated
between the union and the charity.
Unite members fear this risks “a
reinstatement of race to the bottom
terms and conditions”.
nationwide trials ContaCtless
Charity poster

Nationwide is trialling a ‘smart
window poster’, which will enable
people to donate to a homeless
charity through a contactless pay
point. When a person taps their card
against the poster, £3 will be donated
to a local homeless charity. The
poster is being trialled in Bath and
the charity of choice is Julian House.
Nationwide said the plan is to make
donating easier for people who may
feel uneasy about donating directly to
the homeless.
uk’s Most generous Cities
revealed

The UK’s most generous cities have
been revealed in a new report, which
shines a light on the parts of both the
country and the world that give more
to charity than others. The research,
conducted by social fundraising
platform, GoFundMe, revealed
Edinburgh is the most generous city
in the UK. Cambridge and Bath were

the second and third most generous
cities in the UK respectively,
followed by Norwich and Bristol.
asthMa uk and british lung
foundation Merger near
CoMpletion

Asthma UK and the British Lung
Foundation will merge after the final
step in the formal process has been
completed. Both organisations
announced their intention to merge in
November ahead of a vote by AUK’s
members at a general meeting on 2
December and a meeting of the
BLF’s board of trustees on Monday.
The organisations have said the move
aims to strengthen the existing
collaboration between the two
charities and will save a ‘significant
amount of money’ in running costs.
london Marathon Charitable
trust grants £2.2M to uk
Charities

The London Marathon Charitable
Trust has announced new grants
totalling over £2.2m to challenge
inequality of access to physical
activity across the UK. The funding
is the latest batch in a series of grants
to UK-based charities, with the total
funding amounting to more than
£88m. Included in this round is a
£1m grant to Activity Alliance, to
expand the charity’s ‘Get Out Get
Active’ programme to new localities,
with a focus on Haringey, Sunderland
and the Black Country.
www.charitytimes.com
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Review

Mergers

T

he number of charity mergers has
fallen amid a ‘reactive rather than
proactive’ approach, which is stunting
the sector’s overall development,
research revealed in January.
The annual and sixth Good Merger
Index this year revealed mergers remain
a minority activity within the sector and
are still seen as a ‘last resort’ due to
'cultural and people challenges'.
Eastside Primetimer’s annual review
of not-for-profit mergers found just 58
mergers took place in 2018/19,
compared to 81 in the year 2017/18.
The total number of mergers involved
116 organisations – 0.07 per cent of the
168,000 charities registered in the UK.
The total income of the 116
organisations was £374 million and 94%
of this value was concentrated amongst
the largest 20 mergers.
However, the report said this does not
reflect a dominance of larger charities in
merger deals – 54% had an income of
under £1 million; 23% an income of
between £1 million and £5 million and
10% ranged from £5 million to £10
million.
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Charity mergers plummet amid fear of
'structual and people challenges'
new figures have revealed chariTy mergers conTinue To
decline as chariTies sTruggle To combine resources and
navigaTe The operaTional and people challenges ThaT
accompany The process.

Eastside Primetimers said ‘significant’ structural barriers
to mergers continue to be a major factor in the lack of
mergers taking place across the sector, including a ‘systemic
lack of knowledge and awareness of the merger processes’.
The report said merging generally tends to be a much
more reactive process than proactive due to limited funds
being made available to support mergers, as well as an
absence of motivation or incentive for boards to consider
a merger unless it's as a result of financial pressure.
“This year’s findings continue to demonstrate the
reluctance of the sector to include merging in its strategic
toolkit which is why we have included a qualitative look at
past merger activity to support the quantitative data and
hopefully broaden the conversation,” Eastside Primetimers
director, Dave Garratt said.
“Insights of charity leaders from recently merged
organisations and infrastructure bodies has been both

Review

Mergers
consistent and revealing and will help to frame the
but will eventually merge into one
debate that we believe is necessary to help the
organisation, subject to approval
Significant
sector to develop.”
from OSCR (Office of The
structural barriers
New sector ‘hotspots’ of merger activity in
Scottish Charity Regulator).
this year’s index included health and social
Asthma UK and the British
continue to be a major
care broadly (53%), intermediary (13%) and
Lung Foundation are also set
factor in the lack of mergers
justice (12%).
to merge this year after
The largest deal to take place over the
completing the final step
across the sector, including a
2018/19 period was the merger between
in the formal process at the
‘systemic lack of knowledge
Breast Cancer Now and Breast Cancer Care,
end of 2019.
and awareness of the
which was worth a total of £46.7 million.
Both organisations
This was closely followed by the merger
announced
their intention to
merger processes’.
between Blenheim CDP and Humankind, which
merge in November 2019 ahead of
was worth £40.9 million combined.
a vote by AUK’s members at a general
Last year's report revealed takeovers were more
meeting on 2 December and a meeting
common among the sector than 'mergers of equals', which it
of the BLF’s board of trustees shortly
claimed to show a reluctance for charities to form strategic
after.
alliances.
The organisations have said the move
The 2017/18 index revealed 81 mergers took place in the
aims to strengthen the existing
year 2017/18, compared to 70 in 2016/17. This equated to
collaboration between the two charities
under 0.05% of all 168,000 charities in the UK.
and will save a ‘significant amount of
Of the transactions that took place, 69% were takeovers
money’ in running costs.
(an increase of 13% from 2016/17). Subsidiary models
Completion of the merger is expected
accounted for 7% and asset/service transfers and group
to release up to £2 million each year to
structures accounted for 1% respectively.
fund research and support services for
asthma and lung disease.
Commenting on the merger, Asthma
Mergers in 2020
UK CEO, Kay Boycott said: “This
Shortly after this year's index was published, Pancreatic
marks the start of a new era, which
Cancer Action and Pancreatic Cancer Scotland announced
promises to bring significant benefits to
their intention to merge this year.
people affected by asthma and other
The merger will bring together the two organisations,
lung diseases. Bringing together our
which have the shared vision to ‘make the 2020s the decade
joint vision and strategy will allow us to
for change for Pancreatic Cancer’.
make even more impact, with more
Both organisations were founded in 2010 out of a need
money to spend on ground-breaking
for a pancreatic cancer charity focussing on improving
research and support.
symptom awareness, early diagnosis and patient care in
“Our new organisation will combine
Scotland and the UK. They will both celebrate their 10th
the energy and passion of the UK’s top
anniversary this year.
respiratory health charities, creating a
The CEO of Pancreatic Cancer Action (PCA), Ali Stunt,
powerful voice for change.
is a 12-year survivor of pancreatic cancer and development
“It is an absolute privilege to be the
manager of Pancreatic Cancer Scotland, Fiona Brown, lost
first chief executive of the new
her mum at age 56 in 2003 to the disease.
organisation leading the start up of this
It is anticipated that Stunt will be the CEO of the merged
innovative new venture.”
organisation, with Brown managing the Scotland office.
Both charities’ core activities –
“By coming together, both charities know we can make
research programmes, campaigning,
greater strides in making our vision, a day when everyone is
nurse helplines, and websites – will
diagnosed early and survives pancreatic cancer, a reality,”
continue as normal.
Stunt said.
Leading experts in asthma and lung
“The pancreatic cancer charity world is very fragmented;
health back the proposed merger,
this merger will reduce any potential duplication of effort
claiming it will bring ‘real benefits to
and resources and means we can make a bigger impact”.
patients now and in years to come’. ■
The two charities will continue initially as separate entities
www.charitytimes.com
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Charity

Appointments

People on the
move...
The latest appointments
from around the charity
sector
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If you have any appointments
to announce please contact
lauren.weymouth@charitytimes.com

oliver dowden
Nicky Morgan has been replaced by
Oliver Dowden as the new Secretary
of State for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport, the department overseeing
charities. Dowden joins the DCMS from
the Cabinet Office, where he served as
Minister for the Cabinet Office and
Paymaster General since July. He was
also previously a special adviser to
David Cameron between 2010-15.

kate lee
Alzheimer’s Society has appointed
CLIC Sargent’s Kate Lee as its new chief
executive, with effect from April 2020.
Lee has been the chief executive at
CLIC Sargent for four years, where she
oversaw the charity’s re-brand,
successfully campaigned for the
government to fund the funerals of all
children under the age of 18 and won
a £15m partnership with Morrisons.

ed mayo
Pilotlight, the charity that connects
the business and charitable worlds to
achieve positive social change, has
appointed Ed Mayo as its new chief
executive. Mayo is currently secretarygeneral of the business network
Co-operatives UK, a post he has held
since 2009. He previously held roles at
the New Economics Foundation and
National Consumer Council.

carole sawyers
Hampshire-based charity, The
Brendoncare Foundation, has
announced that it’s chief executive
Carole Sawyers will be retiring at the
end of June 2020. Sawyers joined
Brendoncare in June 2014. Prior to that
she was CEO of The Fremantle Trust.
She joined The Fremantle Trust as
director of finance in 1992 before
progressing to chief executive in 2002.

bill sangster
Variety, the children’s charity, has
appointed Bill Sangster as chair of
trustees for the year ahead. Sangster,
who has supported the charity since
1997, has been involved in a range of
activities supporting the charity, from
assisting with annual balls, sponsoring
Sunshine Coaches, co-chairing the
fundraising committee and joining the
board of trustees in 2012.

www.charitytimes.com
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Appointments

julie bentley
Julie Bentley has resigned as CEO of
Action for Children after 18 months in
the role. She said in a statement she
was leaving for ‘personal reasons’ and
praised her colleagues at the charity.
She joined Action for Children in
August 2018, and was previously CEO
at Girlguiding. She is also a trustee and
vice-chair of NCVO and will continue in
that role.

daniel chan
PwC senior manager, Daniel Chan, has
been appointed to the SORP
(Statement of Recommended
Practice) Committee, which oversees
the rules for how charities across the
UK and Ireland report on their finances.
Chan is a member of PwC’s Charities
Management Board and plays a
leading role in the firm’s audit practice
for the charity sector.

stephen page
Creative Access has appointed
Stephen Page as its new chair of the
board of directors. The organisation
facilitates access to the creative
industries for those from underrepresented communities. Page has
been CEO of Faber & Faber since 2001
and has held numerous roles including
member of the Creative Industries
Council.

kamran mallick
Lloyds Bank Foundation for England
and Wales has appointed three new
charity leaders as trustees including
Kamran Mallick, the chief executive of
Disability Rights UK. The other two
trustees include Ruth Sutherland, chief
executive at Samaritans and Darren
Knight, CEO at Bolton CVS. Their
combined experience spans small and
large charities.

craig jones
The Royal Osteoporosis Society
(ROS) has appointed Craig Jones as its
new chief executive officer.
Jones, who is currently director of
communications for the Advertising
Standards Authority, has held
leadership roles in membership and
regulatory bodies over the last decade
and sits on the board of the Royal
College of Anaesthetists.

julie randles
Power2 has appointed Julie Randles as
the charity’s new CEO. Randles
replaces Joanne Hay who stepped
down late last year after five years as
CEO. Randles will join the charity from
the international development charity
Build Africa where she was interim
chief executive, helping to guide the
charity’s recent merger with Street
Child UK.
www.charitytimes.com
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Diary dates 2020
The latest events occurring across the charity sector

Sustainable Investment Summit
ESG, SRI, Impact, Sustainability, Governance

CHARITY TIMES LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
6 May 2020
Waldorf Hilton, London

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT SUMMIT
18 March 2020
Waldorf Hilton, London

The annual Charity Times Conference
returns in 2020, but not as you know
it. Following the success of last
year’s theme, The Future of Charity
Leadership, the brand new Charity
Times Leadership Conference seeks
to continue the discussion around
influential leadership, offering
interactive workshops, case studies,
panel discussions and plenty of
practical advice on the tools needed
to be an inspirational leader. Expect
speakers from some of the UK’s
largest charities. More info at:

The Sustainable Investment Summit
offers institutional investors and
corporates the opportunity to both
learn and network alongside their
peers at such a key time for the
sustainable investment industry.
This one-day conference takes a
new angle for 2020, moving on
from general ESG, SRI, Impact and
sustainability awareness, to exploring
how returns objectives can be met
through sustainable investing and the
strategies that can be implemented to
ensure this is the case. To register or
view the agenda, please visit:

charitytimes.com/conference

sisummit.net

CHARITY TIMES AWARDS 2020
3 September 2020
London Marriott Hotel, Grosvenor
Square

The Charity Times Awards returns
for its 21st year. The awards aim to
honor the outstanding professionals
from across the charity sector and
celebrate and promote best practice.
This year we are introducing five
new categories: Trustee Board of the
Year; Campaign of the Year; Charity
Sustainability Award; Social Media
Leader of the Year; and Charities’
Bank of the Year. The deadline for
entries is 8 May 2020. Visit the
awards website for more details on
how to enter:
charitytimes.com/awards

Not to miss...
SAVE THE DATE: CHARITY PENSIONS ROUNDTABLE
September 2020
London
charitytimes.com/roundtables

CHARITY FINANCE GROUP ANNUAL CONFERENCE
14 May 2020
The Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, London
cfg.org.uk/ac20

BETTER SOCIETY AWARDS 020
14 May 2020
London Marriott Hotel, Grosvenor Square
bettersociety.net/awards

IOF FUNDRAISING CONVENTION
6 July 2020
Barbican Centre, London
new.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/convention

If you have any charity events to promote please contact linda.libetta@charitytimes.com
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Column
Diversity
“ditch the hammer. there’s a whoLe tooLbox out there with different ways
of thinking and doing things around diversity and incLusion”

T

here is a brilliant quote by Abraham
Maslow (who created the much vaunted
‘hierarchy of need’):

“I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you
have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were
a nail.”
It’s a brilliant analogy of how we can limit our
own thinking without even realising it. This
quote kept coming into my head as I was
thinking about the recent Parker Review.
On 5 February 2020, Sir John Parker released
his review into diversity on corporate boards. It
found that 37% of FTSE 100 companies “do not
have any ethnic minority representation on their
boards”. FTSE 250 companies are worse, with
69% having no ethnic diversity on their boards.
The report follows a 2017 review and reveals
woefully slow progress since then.
The voluntary sector has little to celebrate on
board diversity. Around 8% of trustees are from
ethnically diverse backgrounds, a third are
women and the average age is between between
55 and 64. Given that the ‘tap on the shoulder’
approach is still a big part of how charities find
new trustees, these figures are not surprising.
The Parker Review talks about ‘representation’
from racially diverse groups on boards. The
language is interesting. It suggests an underlying
assumption that a key reason for achieving
diversity is to do with fairness, and ensuring
boards look like the world we live in. Personally,
I believe these are good reasons to address the
lack of diversity on boards and in our executive
teams, but are they strong enough reasons to
ignite change?
Whilst we continue to think of diversity as
a fairness issue, it remains a ‘nice to have’,
rather than an essential pre-requisite for
organisational success.
Things like having financial skills are seen as
more important, and an odd ‘binary’ way of
thinking kicks in that assumes there is an ‘either/
or’. Either we have greater diversity, or we
recruit to other skills. As if an Asian woman

can’t also be the person with the financial skills
you are looking for.
To be fair, Parker does say: “To remain
competitive in the global market, UK
businesses must focus further on…increasing
alignment of the board with its customer base at
home and overseas.”
The problem is that many of us in the
voluntary sector struggle to articulate specifically
how diversity can make our own organisations
more successful, achieve our strategy goals and
address the particular challenges our own
organisations face. Our thinking tends to be
general, fuzzy and well, flabby.
Until we can articulate precisely, specifically
the benefits of diversity to our own boards
and our own organisations, diversity will
continue to be a ‘nice to have’. We need to
make diversity and inclusion an issue of selfinterest. Something we need, crave, ruthlessly
hunt down so we can raise the funds we need to
raise, change the local and national
government policies that would make lives
better for those we serve, provide the services
that make the life changing difference that we
want to make.
In corporate terms, success means making
more money or increasing shareholder value.
For the voluntary sector, success is about
addressing some of the most profound
inequalities our planet faces. How much
more important is it, therefore, that we get
diversity and inclusion right so that we
can make the biggest difference we
possibly can?
Until we see the issues of diversity and
inclusion as ones of self-interest, we will
never truly address their lack. On our boards
or anywhere else. And the joy of it is, for
our sector, self-interest and doing the right
thing are so aligned they are pretty much the
same thing.
So ditch the hammer. There’s a whole toolbox
out there with different ways of thinking and
doing things around diversity and inclusion.
Open it up and see what you find. ■

srabani sen
is ceo and
founder of
fuLL coLour
and chair of
38 degrees
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Property
“the new ProPerty survey is vitaLLy imPortant research. no one eLse is going
to ask these questions about your ProPerty exPeriences in the same way”

T
antonia
swinson is
chief executive
of the ethicaL
ProPerty
foundtion
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he other day, whilst wandering along the
Thames, I came upon the famous
Richmond Lock & Weir, now newly and
splendidly restored after a £4 million refit and
beloved of so many locals for its Grade II listed
metal work and dramatic sweep across the river.
Chatting to a workman, I asked what his biggest
challenge had been, thinking he would cite the
force of the tidal current, the winter rains or the
complexities of restoring a working barrage. His
answer? “Pigeons!”
It was a lesson in answers depending on the
viewpoint of the person asked. He was one of
the painting team and so pigeon slime ruining
his gold leaf scrolling was obviously the worst
occupational hazard over the winter months.
This brings me to the bi-annual property
survey, which the Ethical Property Foundation
has run since 2012 and which is now live for a
fifth edition in 2020 – including a special issue
for London. What property questions should we
ask voluntary sector leaders and trustees when
we want answers that count and can make a
difference when we brief funders, policymakers
and local authorities and commercial landlords?
Let us not forget that our sector contributes
over £17 billion to the economy – more than the
agricultural sector and fisheries combined. We
employ over 860,000 paid staff and 20 million
volunteers, yet there is often wonderment in the
voices of policymakers when I discuss the
voluntary sector estate. ‘You never think about
property in relation to charities’, they say. But
unless one is operating in a field or circus tent
how are all the myriad services actually
supposed to be delivered?
The new property survey is accessible from
the home page of our new website
(propertyhelp.org) and it is vitally important
research. No one else this year is going to ask
you these questions about your property
experiences, challenges and needs in the same
way. Why? Because we are a charity set up to
champion charities and not-for-profits
irrespective of size, location, model or cause –
not a commercial property business chasing the
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top charity 1% .
We ask about turnover, sector, the
percentage of turnover you spend on property
costs, and whether you have a property strategy
or if your organisation has received property
advice or management training in the last
three years.
Other questions simply ask for yes or no
answers: do you have a suitably skilled person
responsible for property management; do
you report on property regularly to trustees?
Do you have a property budget? Then we
ask if property is a risk to your charity’s
future sustainability or if you find property
issues are a barrier to delivering your
charitable objectives.
In our 2018 survey, many respondents told us
that difficulty in securing affordable
accommodation was a significant challenge and
was inhibiting service delivery. For the first
time too, the survey revealed that more charities
were renting from commercial landlords than
local authorities as the public estate was
developed or sold off.
This year we are asking a new question about
MEES Minimum Energy Performance
Standards, which currently prevent new lettings
which fill to meet a minimum standard of
Energy Performance Certificate. This will
extend to all lettings by 2023 and yet there is
low awareness within the sector – with
profound implications as older, energyinefficient premises are sold off. This is the
harsh reality behind the worthy aim of reducing
carbon emissions: in saving the planet – you
might find yourself evicted and without an
office in 18 months’ time.
Hence why we need a national conversation
with policymakers of all administrations about
a social workplace policy – perhaps as one
core contribution about the future of the high
street – which is as important and as well
funded as social housing. As for grant funders,
I hope the answer to the 2020 questions is
that providing core funding is not a luxury
but a necessity. ■
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Column
Leadership
“There is noThing wrong wiTh being privileged or having a conflicT of
inTeresT. iT is how we respond To boTh ThaT counTs.”

A

wise woman (Debra Allcock-Tyler, CEO
of the Directory of Social Change) once
told me there are ‘igniters’ and ‘foofers’
in life. Foofers extinguish your flame, thinking it
will make theirs burn more brightly. Igniters, on
the other hand, recognise there is greater light
from multiple candles so seek opportunities to
help others shine.
We’re rightly being challenged to think about
what we are doing to tackle the inequalities that
appear to be stitched into the fabric of our sector.
Whether it is the imbalance of gender in senior
roles (particularly in disciplines such as
fundraising and finance), the underrepresentation
of those with disabilities in our workforce, the
need to increase social mobility or too few
people of colour in positions of power – we all
need be acting to root out inequality.
But in the conversations around diversity,
equality and inclusion, and confronting
‘privilege’, do you bring light or darkness?
Some people fiercely deny they are: ‘I might
be a white man/woman but I’m not privileged – I
had a tough upbringing’. Some are ashamed that
they are and are unsure what to do with it. Then
there are the zero-sum gamers; those who believe
that in order for one section of society to
succeed, someone else has to lose.
When people believe their position is
threatened or they must sacrifice their own
quality of life to change the environment,
rational debate becomes elusive. But it doesn’t
need to be about snuffing out each other’s lights.
As with managing a conflict of interest, there is
nothing inherently wrong with being privileged.
It’s how we respond that counts.
Whether privilege comes from our gender,
colour, educational background, wealth, health or
a combination of them all, we must stop being
defensive. Embrace your privilege and use it for
positive ends. Treat it like you would a conflict
of interest – withdrawing yourself from a
competition, speaking opportunity or discussion
if appropriate. Being a leader often means getting
out of talent’s way.
People with privilege have a clear path to the

top. They are ‘schooled’ on stepping forward,
speak the language of those doing the appointing
and are surrounded by ‘people like them’. They
are recognisable to society as ‘leaders’.
Countless studies have shown cross sections of
society judging displayed behaviours differently.
Behaviours seen as ‘leadership’ in a tall, white,
middle aged man can be criticised in others.
Many of these unwritten rules stem from being
conditioned to see our gender, sexual preference,
ethnicity or religious beliefs as burdens to
overcome rather than differences to celebrate.
Society’s language has been for too long the
language of deficit. We need to embrace
differences as strengths. And we need to do more
as leaders to pave the way for this talent to shine.
At CFG, we’ve focussed on culture and
individual qualities. We’ve stopped requiring
degrees and we’ve changed the tone and
language we use. Our workforce is increasingly
diverse and inclusive. Over a third of staff are
BAME (50% of current SMT), 92% are women
(we need more men!) and we have made
reasonable adjustments for mental and physical
health for 12% of our team. I’ve personally
mentored individuals and hosted postgraduate
students work ‘shadows’ and CFG has its own
successful mentoring scheme.
Our board similarly has a healthier mix. We
have worked to overcome the lack of diversity in
age, seniority, ethnicity etc. by drawing in
candidates to non-trustee roles; recognising/
highlighting diverse leaders; and by providing
opportunities designed to raise their profiles.
For our membership, we have introduced
training and travel bursaries for our coveted
inspiring financial leadership course (with Sayer
Vincent and CASS business school), showcased
up and coming leaders and introduced our
‘inspiring financial leadership awards’ amongst
other things designed to increase the diversity of
our sector leaders.
Whilst no organisation or individual can tackle
DEI issues alone – if we all commit to be igniters
we can use our influence and privilege to
positive effect. ■

caron bradshaw
is chief execuTive
officer of
The chariTy
finance group
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Interview
Profile: Lucy Caldicott

Growth and
renewal
Lucy caLdicott taLks to david adams
about campaigning to become an mp
in the 2019 eLection, the fight for
greater diversity and her reLentLess
desire to make change happen.

L

ucy Caldicott says that when people tell
her she shouldn’t do something, it makes
her want to it more. She has done some
very difficult jobs; and if recent political history
had been different, she would now be doing
another one. But her bid to become a Labour
MP in the 2019 general election wasn’t meant to
be, so she is now continuing her work in the
charity sector, as an experienced consultant,
chief executive, trustee, fundraising expert and
mentor. In 2019, Charity Times readers voted
her into our list of the most influential leaders in
the sector.
Caldicott grew up in the West Midlands, and
went to university in Manchester to study
Spanish and French, with no clear idea of what
she might do afterwards. A vague plan to
become “some sort of international business
person” led to the American Express graduate
scheme. During five years of working for the
company, she became a senior marketing
manager, but became uncomfortable with the
idea that the primary purpose of her job was to
make money for shareholders.
A turning point came when a flatmate started
working as a fundraiser for Help the Aged and
Caldicott realised how well suited she might be
to a similar role. But she was still unsure about
leaving the private sector and her first charity
job was still focused on business: as a corporate
fundraising manager for the Prince’s Trust,
between 1997 and 1999.
She then returned to the private sector,
spending two years as head of marketing for
MoneyGram International in the UK, Ireland,
Scandinavia and sub-Saharan Africa. That role
ended in redundancy, but that pay-off then

funded a masters degree in development studies.
She moved back into the third sector in 2001,
first in an interim role as deputy marketing
director for Jewish Care; then becoming head of
fundraising and partnership development at
VSO, where she worked between 2003 and
2007.

having an impact
While still at VSO she also began a seven-year
spell as a trustee for the St Giles Trust, which
helps people who are affected by problems
including poverty, abuse, addiction and poor
mental health; and may have spent time in the
criminal justice system. Caldicott says that in
this role and in her work at the Prince’s Trust,
the experience of coming into contact with
young people who had been denied the
opportunities that had made a big difference in
her own life, had a very big impact on her.
www.charitytimes.com
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partnerships with Tesco, Santander and JD
Wetherspoon.

In October 2007 she moved to a new day job,
becoming director of fundraising at children’s
cancer charity CLIC Sargent. Part of her role
was helping the organisation to complete the
unfinished business of the 2005 merger in which
it was created, out of two charities with quite
different cultures. Although she had moved
from an international charity to one that focused
on the UK, CLIC Sargent was also complex: at
VSO she had led a team of about 35 in a single
office; at CLIC Sargent she effectively oversaw
the work of more than 200 staff and hundreds
more volunteers working in locations across the
country. But while at VSO fundraising had
generated only 14 per cent of the organisation’s
income, at CLIC Sargent fundraising generated
all the charity’s income, giving Caldicott much
more influence at a senior level.
“I thought ‘I’ll go for a couple of years’, but I
found it so fascinating – the complexity of
people change and culture change – that it kept
me interested much longer than that,” she says.
“But the first couple of years were really, really
difficult.” She persevered, helping to raise funds
for four new homes from home for children
with cancer and building successful corporate
20
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new challenges
She left CLIC Sargent in 2015, looking for a
new challenge – ideally as a CEO – and a
different type of cause. She took on interim
roles, including maternity cover for the chief
executive at Diversity Role Models; and served
as a trustee at two other people-focused
charities during this period: Hope and Homes
for Children and Fair for You. (She also
launched a Facebook group, Fundraising Chat,
which now has more than 10,000 members.)
Her fundraising expertise was in demand too:
at the Institute of Fundraising, where she sat on
the Policy Advisory Board between 2014 and
2016; and then as a board member at the new
Fundraising Regulator, between 2016 and 2018,
as the sector tried to recover from a series of
damaging fundraising scandals. Caldicott is
proud of the work she did for the FR,
particularly in helping to explain how some
policy ideas might play out in reality. But by
2018 she was moving away from a career
focused purely on fundraising, so decided to
leave the regulator’s board at the end of her
initial two-year term.
Meanwhile, her involvement in politics had
built up over a number of years after joining the
Labour Party in 2010, to the point where she
decided she would like to stand for parliament.
“The more I thought about it, the more I
realised that the background I’ve had is ideal,”
she says. “I’ve run campaigns and organisations.
I know how to make things happen.” She says
voters she has met during election campaigns
also seem to look favourably on her background
in the charity sector.
Being a local councillor with ambitions to
become an MP has stopped her taking on a
couple of roles in which she might otherwise
have been interested, but between 2017 and
early 2019 she was chief executive of UpRising,
a national youth leadership development charity,
supported by all political parties, which seeks to
find routes to leadership and employment for
young people. She left this post in early 2019,
in part because she had been appointed to more
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senior roles on the council, which was taking up
more of her time outside normal working hours.

Fighting for change
By then she had also founded her consultancy
ChangeOut, which is dedicated to increasing
diversity in the third sector. Caldicott fears the
charity sector now lags behind both the public
and private sector in this respect. She points out
that men outnumber women on charity boards
by two to one, according to Charity
Commission research; and that only four
charities appear on Stonewall’s list of the top
100 LGBT-friendly employers.
She highlights the practical advantages of
diversity, as a means of avoiding groupthink,
which can blind charities to opportunities and
risks. “For me it’s not just about social justice,
it’s about where our ideas are coming from,”
she says. “I don’t think we’ll innovate or
challenge ourselves without different kinds
of people.”
For now, this battle to improve diversity
within the sector is her top priority, alongside
her work as a councillor. With a foot in both
politics and the charity sector she also has firm
views on how charities should handle political
issues. “What charities can do is speak out on
behalf of their beneficiaries, to defend or attack

policy that will help or hinder their work,” she
says. “It would be dereliction of their duty if
they didn’t.”
Will she try to be elected as an MP again?
“I really enjoyed the [election] campaign, even
though I never really thought I was going to
win,” she says. “The people in Dudley South
mostly told me they were not going to vote for
me, but they were really lovely, welcoming and
friendly; and I learned loads.
“2024 seems quite a long way away.
Who knows what I’ll be doing? But taking
everything I’ve learned from charities – where
I’ve been on the receiving end of policy
decisions – into politics: I still think that’s a
role I would like to play. Having said that,
we’re in power in Lambeth, so I can help
make change happen there.”
Outside work and politics, her life is focused
on her partner Clare; and on working on her
allotment. “When I’m feeling cross or sad, I
always find that gardening helps,” she says.
“The world keeps on turning, the flowers keep
on sprouting.” Maybe that is an appropriate
metaphor for a career largely spent trying to
help organisations and their beneficiaries
complete processes of growth and renewal.
It will be interesting to see – and difficult to
predict with certainty – what she does next. ■
www.charitytimes.com
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Government

Partnership
F E AT U R E

How can charities seek to form a better
partnership with the new government?
WRIT TEN BY J O E L EP P ER

Bridging
the gap

L

obbying restrictions, gagging
clauses and funding cuts have
typified charities’ increasingly
rocky relationship with government
in recent years. Understandably,
many in the sector feel abandoned
by politicians and are reluctant to
campaign. Brexit hasn’t helped.

This all-encompassing policy has
dominated MPs’ time since 2016,
taking them away from the wider
social issues at the heart of
charities’ work.
The Conservative Party’s landslide
general election victory in December
could be seen as another barrier, due

to the party’s controversial track
record on charity sector policy
in recent years. As part of the
coalition government (2010-2015)
it brought in the 2014 Lobbying Act,
which requires charities spending
significant sums on lobbying to
register with the Electoral

www.charitytimes.com
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Commission. This has been widely
condemned by the sector since,
citing concern over its chilling
effect on charities’ willingness
to campaign.
In contrast, The Labour Party’s
general election manifesto sought to
repeal the Act to “free the voices of
civil society”. An increasing use of
gagging clauses, under recent
Conservative-led governments, on
charities involved in public service
delivery contracts is another barrier.
Kristiana Wrixon, head of policy
at Acevo, is among sector leaders
who want to see these clauses
removed or rewritten but “that hasn’t
happened yet”. “From what I’ve
heard, there is poor practice in a
number of different departments and
I think it is more dependent on the
grant manager or civil servant you
are dealing with rather than the
department as a whole,” she says.

New opportunities?
But despite these threats to charity
campaigning under the
Conservatives, could Boris
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Johnson’s large House of Commons
majority present opportunities for
the voluntary sector to influence
policy and work better with
ministers and MPs?
A key change in 2020 is more
certainty around Brexit, with
withdrawal from the European
Union taking place in January
and the government now entering
a new phase of negotiating its
future relationship.
The NCVO’s Road Ahead 2020
report, released in January, says that
while Brexit will continue to
consume Whitehall resources, charities may find “greater political space
to push forward their campaigns”.
“The government is keen to move
on from Brexit monopolising public
debate and this gives the sector an
opportunity to push other issues
higher up the agenda,” says Sarah
Vibert, public policy director at
NCVO. “We also need to hold the
government to account for the
spending promises of the election
and push for this to translate to more
money at community level.”

This window of opportunity looks
vital for charities especially. As
research by nfpSynergy suggests,
there is considerable public appetite
for charities to campaign and lobby
politicians. More than two-thirds
(68%) of the public approve of
charities campaigning and (56%)
back charity’s lobbying of MPs, the
research found.
nfpSynergy founder Joe Saxton
acknowledges that in terms of
political campaigning “it’s been a
pretty poor time for charities”, citing
the dual challenges of Brexit and “a
government that isn’t particularly
interested in charities”.
“If you look back five years
earlier, you had the Big Society and
the National Citizenship Service and
you had a number of things that
looked charity-friendly; whether
they were is a separate issue,”
Saxton says. “Under the last Labour
government, the relationship was the
equivalent of beer and sandwiches at
Number 10 for a lot of charities.
“Now it’s a much more
fragmented picture and not at all
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clear, when the government thinks of
social care or NHS changes, whether
charities are particularly part of that
picture.” But the government’s large
majority and impetus to move on
from Brexit means “we are starting
with a reset here”, he says.
Heather Sturgess, nfpSynergy
senior researcher, says a practical
step for charities in 2020 is to build
relationships with the 140 new MPs
elected in December 2019. “These
new MPs may not have as much
knowledge about charities as their
predecessors. It is also useful in
terms of signposting charity
services to their constituents,” she
says.
Saxton adds that it is “very issue
dependent”, when targeting
backbench MPs. “If you have an
issue, such as helping owls or
hedgehogs that is non-political, then
the humble backbencher becomes
very useful. It is up to charities to be
astute to know the issue and who
their natural allies might be.”
Given the government’s large
majority, backbench MPs are

unlikely to have the same clout they
had during the minority and
coalition governments of the last
decade when every MP vote
counted. This presents opportunities
for other groups to take the reins as
influencers of policy.
Wrixon believes that targeting
members of the House of Lords
could become an increasingly
effective way to influence policy.
“The fact that it is a large majority
will change the way charities
campaign. I think the Lords will
become more important in terms of
building relationships,” she says.
“We have already seen around
some of the Brexit legislation, with
the Lords voting against the
Commons. I’m not sure how that
will play out long-term but that is
something to look at with interest.”
She adds that backbench MPs are
still able to influence government,
through select committees, all party
parliamentary groups (APPGs) and
their relationships with ministers.
Simon Francis, chair of the Public
Relations Communications

“YOU MAY NOT AGREE
WITH WHAT THE NEW
GOVERNMENT IS DELIVERING,
BUT YOU KNOW WHERE YOU
STAND WITH IT”
Association (PRCA) and its charity
group, believes the majority
government is good news for
political campaigning as “you may
not agree with what the government
is delivering but you know where
you stand with it”. “From the point
of view of lobbying it provides some
certainty,” he adds. “A lot of
organisations are going to be clear
where they stand. You can work
within those parameters.”
The government’s large majority
means that for the first time in recent
years, manifesto commitments
provide a realistic blueprint for
future policy, he adds.
Charities are advised to study the
Conservative’s manifesto to see how
ministers’ aims can tap into the
objectives of charities. Working in
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collaboration, with other charities
and other sectors, has proved
effective in recent years and will
continue to be a useful strategy,
Wrixon says.
An example she gives is CLIC
Sargent’s campaign to create the
Child Funeral Fund, to help grieving
parents cope with funeral costs. This
started in 2018 and saw the charity
link up with others in the voluntary
sector as well as Co-op funeral
directors.
Another to impress Wrixon is a
campaign spearheaded by bereaved
parent Lucy Herd and supported by
the charity Sands, to give grieving
parents the legal right to leave and
pay. In January, the Parental
Bereavement (Pay and Leave) Act
became law.
“That is where charity
campaigning is really effective,
where it is based on the direct needs
and experiences of the community,”
Wrixon says. These campaigns were
particularly successful as they also
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“CHARITY CAMPAIGNING IS
REALLY EFFECTIVE WHEN IT IS
BASED ON THE DIRECT NEEDS
AND EXPERIENCES OF THE
COMMUNITY”
showed ministers how charities
“aren’t party political”.
“Nothing we do is party political.
We are proud and clear about that.
We deal with things from poverty
to the environment to bereavement
to medical care; they are human
issues,” Wrixon explains.
Sophie Walker, chief executive at
Young Women’s Trust agrees that
campaigns need to ensure they
swerve party politics to help attract
wide political interest. The trust’s
work to extend the minimum living
wage to the under 25s is an example
she gives. Here her team focused on
showing politicians evidence of
support from the public and
stakeholders as well as offering

personal testimonies on how low pay
is affecting lives.
“I start with creating policy that
speaks about the lived experience
and needs of the young women
whose lives we are seeking to
change,” Walker says. “In doing
so, we present solutions that are
better for everyone, in which
everyone thrives.”
She also believes charities can
help alert politicians if their
beneficiaries have “lost confidence
in them” and offer ideas to improve
the relationship between people and
their elected representatives.
A strong social media presence
can help influence policy, but “faceto-face” meetings between
charities and their service users
with politicians “is where you get
an honest and meaningful
conversation”, Walker adds.
Many in the sector hope an
end to gagging clauses and reform of
the Lobbying Act will also form part
of those conversations in 2020. ■
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Trade unions
COVER STORY

T

here is a scene in the film
Made in Dagenham where the
car factory’s hard-nosed head
of industrial relations is entertaining
the main boss at his home. They are
discussing the campaign for equal
pay and ask Hopkins’ wife for her
opinion. Was the industrial action
the result of “too much velvet glove
and not enough iron fist”? They ask.
“Quite the opposite,” Lisa Hopkins
replies. She uses the example of
General Motors, which doesn’t have
any problems with the unions “due
to their more collaborative
approach”, whereas “at Ford, you
only deal with the unions because
you have to; you tolerate them. And
as a result, they’re more entrenched
and aggressive in their dealings
with you”.
It was an observation that is just
as relevant for some charities today
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Forming alliances
Recent pay-feuds at the RSPCA and St Mungo’s have
highlighted the strained relationship between charities
and their trade unions. They share the same vision, so why
must they go to battle? WRIT TEN BY BECKY S L ACK
as it was for Ford back in the 1960s.
While many organisations enjoy
positive relations with their union
representatives, others do not. For
some, it’s an old-fashioned
perspective of the unions – bullyboy
tactics and men thumping the table
when they don’t get what they want
– that has impaired relationships. For
others, there is a lack of experience,
with charity leadership teams being

unaware of the potential benefits
unions can bring.
But much like the General Motors
example provided by Lisa Hopkins,
those charities that take a
collaborative approach to their
relationship with trade unions can,
and do, reap the rewards.
It’s difficult to know exactly how
many of the trade union movement’s
6.35 million members work in the
charity sector; figures from the
Office for National Statistics only
record private and public sector
membership. Despite the lack of
hard data, it is believed that the
figure has increased over recent
years, in part due to the increase in
government contracts being
delivered by charities and the need
to bring their pay and conditions in
line with public sector colleagues.
According to the TUC, numbers
should be higher. “A survey of
charity workers calling the TUC’s
Know your Rights hotline found that
the main reason for not joining a
union was that they work for a
charity and didn’t think they could.
This is not the case. Everyone in the
UK has a right to join a union. It is
actually illegal for an employer to
dismiss or disadvantage anyone
based on union membership,”
they say.
Most of these members are split
across three main unions: Unison,
Unite and GMB. Unison is the
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largest with more than 60,000
charity sector members. Of these
workers, most will be employed by
medium to large charities, as it is
these organisations that are most
likely to have a recognised union.

What’s the point?
The role that unions play within a
charity will vary, but in the main it’s
about helping to maintain a highquality workforce through improved
conditions.
The 2008 Way Ahead report by
Acevo, which explored the
relationship between charities and
trade unions, may be old but much
of its content is still relevant. It
highlights how there are many areas
of common interest between unions,
employers and employees, where
working together would be
beneficial for everyone, such as
when negotiating on contracts, full
cost recovery and fair funding.
Likewise, the report highlights
how a happy, well-managed
workplace where employees feel
fairly treated and like they have a
voice is vital to the success of an
organisation, and unions have a
wealth of expertise in HR-related
issues that they can bring to the table
to help achieve this. It also
highlights how union membership
can act like a form of insurance for
members, particularly those who
work in isolation or in difficult
circumstances.
Becky Wright, executive director
of Unions21, which exists to support
unions to increase their influence,
impact and effectiveness within the
world of work, agrees: “There’s a
whole range of activities that unions
might get involved with, from
helping staff access learning and
development opportunities and
improving health and safety through

to breaking down stereotypes and
prejudices and supporting the mental
health and wellbeing of employees,”
she says.
And, of course, there is the role
they play with regards to pay and
conditions, advising members on
issues such as employment rights
and job security, and negotiating
with employers to ensure a decent
pay rise that reflects the cost of
living.
This latter point is important,
particularly when you consider that
charity workers are often exposed to
low pay more frequently than their
equivalents in other sectors. For
example, in 2017, 26.2% of charity

employees were paid less than the
Living Wage, compared to the
national average of 22%. “The
overall trend in the charity sector is
one of rising low pay,” says the
Living Wage Foundation on its
website.
Indeed, of the charity/trade union
relationships that get the most
attention in the press, the issue in
hand is almost always a pay dispute.
The RSPCA is a current case in
point. At the time of writing, the
charity was voting on whether to
take industrial action in a dispute
over modifications to contracts and
performance-related pay. Unite
claims the charity is bullying
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employees into accepting the
changes, even though they mean a
two-year pay freeze and will make it
easier to sack people.
RSPCA leadership rejects these
claims saying base pay will not be
affected, there is no proposal to
freeze pay and the changes will only
affect future allowances and
increments. “This pay framework
review has been part of a broader
piece of work that is aimed at
ensuring the sustainability of the
RSPCA so we can continue to rescue
and protect animals that need us,” a
spokesperson says.
Regardless, the claims and counter
claims made by both the leadership
team and the union have contributed
to morale at the charity hitting rock
bottom. It has not been a positive
experience for anyone.

Forming a partnership
It doesn’t have to be this way. It is
perfectly possible to enjoy a
productive and mutually beneficial
relationship with a trade union. It
just takes a little bit of work.
“An effective, quality relationship
is one where staff are allowed to
have union representatives through
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which they can voice their concerns
and where the employer will sit
down and negotiate. A bad
relationship is one where the
management team won’t recognise
the union nor the need to consult and
instead tell employees ‘this is what
we have decided for you and what
you will accept’,” says Siobhan
Endean, the national officer for the
not for profit sector at Unite.
“We know it’s not always easy,
particularly when there is pressure
on funds and contracts, but having
an early conversation can make all
the difference,” she adds.
Brett Terry, people director at
NSPCC says how he has aimed to
involve the union in everything they
do. “This is not about writing a
policy and then getting it approved
by the union, but instead about
involving them from the outset – we
always try and shape things together,
in partnership,” he says, providing
the example of working with the
union on a pay survey, both drafting
the questions and understanding the
results together.
In addition, he and members of the
management team meet with the
union on a quarterly basis. This

includes discussing issues in
advance and getting insight from
them to help the team deliver change
in the best possible way. The union
has also been invited to feed into the
forthcoming organisational strategy.
“When you work together to
shared agenda, vision and prize, the
results are quite something. We don’t
always get it right as ‘management’,
but mistakes are accidental rather
than intentional,” he says.
Not all organisations are able to
enjoy this type of relationship
though. Sometimes the opportunity
to have those “early conversations”
has been missed and a charity can
find itself embroiled in disputes. But
even then, it’s not too late to find a
mutually beneficial way through.
“Industrial action is always the
last resort and we always remain
open to discussion and finding a
settlement that is acceptable to
everyone. People who work in
charities tend to be devoted to the
organisations. Management that
takes the time to understand the
perspectives of these employers will
benefit. It can sometimes take a
while to do this, but it will usefully
lead to a well thought out process
and one which adds more value over
the long term,” says Unite’s Endean.
NSPCC’s Terry agrees. “If you
find yourself in a toxic situation, it’s
important to pull together the
individuals who can shape the
biggest changes and use them to find
the common ground. Everyone
wants the same thing: a healthy and
strong organisation that is a great
place to work and which delivers for
the beneficiaries. If you keep that at
the heart of the conversation and
focus on where wins can be found as
well as just problems, then it can be
possible to reconnect and work
together positively.” ■
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oarded-up windows, abandoned
buildings and scaffolding line
many high streets across the
UK. This is the picture of the
aftermath of a decade-long retail
tsunami that has destroyed
businesses and left thousands of
people without jobs. The tidal wave
started with Woolworths in 2008 and
slowly took out some of the biggest
household names: BHS, Virgin
Megastore, Toys ‘R’ Us, Maplin,
Borders, Focus, C&A, Principles
and more. Even New Look,
Debenhams and John Lewis are
battling the same fate.
Figures by accountancy firm BDO
and the CBI show last year was one
of the worst years for the UK high

Bucking the trend
Charity retail sales are on the rise amid conscious
consumerism. But how can charities tap into this demand?
WRIT TEN BY L AUR EN W E YM O UT H

street in history; sales fell for the
fifth year running and at the fastest
rate for 10 years.
But amid what BDO describes as
a ‘torrid’ year for the high street,
charity shops witnessed an explosion
in interest. BDO’s Charity Retail
Sales Tracker revealed charity shop
sales increased significantly in the
last quarter – 3.5% in October;

5.8% in November and 3.9% in
December – compared to the
same months in 2018.
“Despite tough conditions on the
commercial high street, charity
retailers are bucking the trend and
have pulled off another performance
to be proud of,” Fiona Condron,
partner at BDO says. “There has
been a lot of political and economic
uncertainty in the last year, and
some high-profile retail failures
during the summer, which has added
to shoppers’ reluctance to spend.
However, while low levels of
discretionary spend and the rise in
conscious consumerism is hitting
high streets hard, charity retail seems
to be reaping the benefits as
shoppers turn to more affordable and
sustainable alternatives.”

A boost for charities
The increase in demand for charity
shops has coincided with a surge
in people looking for more ways to
live a more ethical, sustainable and
environmentally-friendly lifestyle.
Figures released by Oxfam at the
beginning of 2020 revealed its
Christmas sales hit highs not seen
since 2011, despite a challenging
year for both the charity and for
the high street.
The charity’s retail sales climbed
by 7% over the Christmas period,
mainly thanks to its Sourced by
Oxfam range, which conists of
ethically sourced and sustainable
new products. Sales of this range in
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high street shops rose by 13%, as
shoppers were eager to snap up
Christmas tree decorations, such as
felt avocados and dinosaurs crafted
from recycled saris. The charity also
reported an increase in sales of
recycled gift wrap and Christmas
crackers containing non-plastic gifts,
as well as re-useable bamboo coffee
cups, lunch boxes and beeswax
food wraps.
“This Christmas sales performance
is an encouraging sign that the
public loves getting quality, ethical
products at fair prices,” Andrew
Horton, trading director at Oxfam
said when the charity released its
findings. The charity’s total sales
over the period exceeded £19.3
million, representing a 7% increase
on the same quarter in 2018, and a
5% rise like-for-like.
Cats Protection describes how its
retail sales in the six-week run up to
Christmas also grew – this time by
14%, mainly due to its re-gifting
promotion, which involved
promoting the unsused and
unwanted gifts that had been
donated throughout the year to its
chain of 131 shops.
“We also launched our Good
Cause Santa Paws gift range at the
end of October and sales in this
category increased by 68%, which
demonstrates the increase in people
making more sustainable choices,” a
spokesperson for Cats Protection
tells Charity Times.
Monitoring consumer trends is
essential in predicting what might
boost sales in the future. Cats
Protection explains how the charity
had been monitoring changes to how
people have been shopping over the
previous year, but it was the 2019
Christmas trading period that
demonstrated a more substantial
shift in people’s shopping habits.

“We saw a strong uplift
throughout 2019, with growth in
ladies clothing of 9%. We also saw
more men seeking out more
environmentally-friendly options as
sales of menswear grew by 13% in
2019. Sales of shoes and accessories
increased by 20% on the previous
year, as shoppers increasingly sought
more sustainable and affordable pay
day treats.”

Boutique charity shops
As well as monitoring trends and
ensuring items in store represent
those in demand, charities are also
looking to bring in ‘boutique’ ranges
to their stores to try and entice a
wider range of consumers.
The rise of ‘boutique charity
shops’ initially started after the BBC
broadcasted Mary Queen of Charity
Shops, which saw retail consultant
Mary Portas go on a mission to try
to transform charity shops and bring
them more in-line with the 21st
century, overhauling staff in the
process.
In 2009, Save the Children teamed
up with Portas to create its boutique
Mary’s Living and Giving shops and
by 2019, the stores celebrated their
most successful year since
launching. Profits increased by 35%
over the year from £1.1 million in
2018 to £1.4 million in 2019. Since
opening, the chain has generated an
additional £25.2 million in revenue
for Save the Children. Last year, the
25 stores raised a total of £3.8
million in extra revenue for the
charity.
“It had been a challenging few
years for charity shops, and we’ve
really had to change our focus in
response to difficult trading
conditions,” Ian Matthews, trading
director of Save the Children says.
“Our new-look shops are designed

to offer a more boutique shopping
experience to encourage people
to look at second-hand goods in
a new light.
“Recent performance shows
what a great opportunity we
have to help consumers make
ethical shopping choices without
compromising on style. We
recognise that consumers are
increasingly seeking more
sustainable shopping opportunities
and we’re delighted to see
shoppers looking to our stores
to provide these environmentally
friendly options.”
Save the Children isn’t the only
charity to latch onto the concept of
boutique shopping. Boutique by
Shelter offers similarly high-quality
and new products at an affordable
cost, as does Sourced by Oxfam.

Better engagement
For many charities, these ranges
have been pivotal in engaging with a
younger audience over recent years.
Cats Protection tells Charity Times
about the launch of its Cattitude
boutique in Edinburgh, involving
VIP personal shopping events,
and the rise of charity-shop style
tours led by fashion bloggers.
Engaging with influencers in this
way has driven younger “first-time
charity shoppers through our doors
as a result”.
Back in 2018, nfpSynergy’s
Charity Awareness Monitor found
around 50% of the public believed
charity shop customers tended to be
older, less wealthy and less
fashionable than the average
consumer. Additionally, it found
47% of 16-24 year olds described
charity shops as ‘old fashioned’ and
34% of the same group think they
are likely to sell poor quality items.
This is a stark contrast to the 65+
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Matthews says.
“Driven by the commitment, hard
work and talent of our extraordinary
shop volunteers and staff, we want
to enhance the public perception of
charity shops by providing a
welcoming space for communities to
come together as well as enjoy a
great shopping experience.”

age group, which said they were less
likely to be old-fashioned and much
less likely to sell poor-quality items.
Mary Portas believes branding
will be essential for getting a wider
range of consumers on board – both
young and old. Not only does the
shop need to “look right”, she says,
but its also important to ensure the
shop is branded towards the
demographic your charity is aiming
to reach. This is likely to vary
depending on the location of the
shop, but “you’ve got to have a
concept that speaks to all age
groups,” she says. “They’re not just
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for the young fashion bods, they
really are for all age groups”.
Save the Children explains how
it has worked on establishing a
stronger and more engaged volunteer
base as part of this process, to
help to bring life and a greater
sense of community to its range
of charity shops. “By strengthening
our core volunteer and retail offers,
along with developing plans for our
shops to reflect their local markets
more accurately, we are now able to
develop exciting plans in 2020
for our shops to be an integral
part of their local community,”

New opportunities
The Charity Retail Association
welcomes the work charities are
doing to entice new customers and
explains the sector has a “great
opportunity to thrive” given the
growing interest in saving the
planet and its valuable resources.
But it says the sector will need
to come together in order to reach
its full potential.
“There seems to be a genuine
zeitgeist developing here –
environmental initiatives such as the
backlash against plastic and a
promotion of the environmental
benefits of veganism are leading to a
general sense that we have a limited
time in which to effect enough
change to save the planet and its
inhabitants from extinction. If you
ask a roomful of people what the
most significant issue in society is
today almost all of them will say
unequivocally ‘climate change’,”
they add.
“Charity retail fits beautifully
into this zeitgeist. With the shift in
consumer attitudes and behaviours
towards the environment and
recycling, an even higher demand
for second-hand goods will
surely follow.”
“As a sector, we now have a
great opportunity to thrive with
the growing interest in saving the
planet and its valuable resources
and we should work together to
really maximise this.” ■
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M

any defined benefit pension
schemes are now closed to
new accrual and are steadily
working towards their ‘endgame’.
Alongside this, several high-profile
cases of failing employers leaving
behind underfunded pension
schemes has put the future of DB
funding into the spotlight.
Against this backdrop, The
Pensions Regulator will soon be
consulting on a revised funding
framework for DB schemes, which is
set to focus on long-term funding
objectives, requiring little or no
reliance on the employer. Schemes
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have also been urged to start
thinking about their journey plan and
the actions they can take to help
them achieve their goals.
Charity Times, together with
Barnett Waddingham, brought
together a panel of people
responsible for charity pensions to
discuss some of these issues and
to look at what meeting long-term
funding objectives really means
in practice.

revised funding regime
Opening the discussion, Steve
Hitchiner, partner at Barnett
Waddingham describes how the
funding of defined benefit pension
schemes is “reaching a tipping
point”. “Schemes are maturing and
they’re starting to think about their
long-term objectives,” he says.
National media coverage of highprofile DB scheme failures hasn’t
helped in recent years. Carillion and
BHS – both examples of failed
pension schemes at the hands of
financially unstable companies – are
just two of the most notable cases
and which have highlighted the need
for greater DB security.
The government has been quick
to respond, though, and in 2018, it
published a white paper outlining
plans to secure a ‘clearer future’ for
DB funding, whilst criminalising
wilful pension scheme neglect
through giving The Pensions
Regulator (TPR) more powers.
Hitchiner tells the panel a new
framework, which will be set out by
TPR, is set to be consulted on in due
course, and will detail – amongst
other things – a requirement for
pension schemes to firmly set a
‘long-term funding target’.
“We expected the framework some
time ago, but political uncertainty
has delayed it,” he explains. “But the
consultation should be expected
soon.”
The requirement for a long-term
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funding target is essentially a way
to eliminate some of the pressure
from employers and place less risk
on investments. Schemes will need
to allow for their reliance on
investment risk to reduce over time,
such that it is largely removed when
they are substantially mature, and to
have sufficient funding in place to
pay the benefits promised on this
basis. If there is a shortfall,
Employers will be able to pay the
requisite contributions needed to
correct this over an agreed period.
“The regulator has been quite open
about what they see the target
looking like,” Hitchiner adds. “They
have alluded to an assumed
investment return of around a quarter
to a half a per cent per annum above
the risk-free rate of return that you
get from lending money to the
government. This is quite a low
investment return, some might say,
but a lot of schemes already have
similar funding targets in place.”
Additionally, schemes also have a
new fast-track option for compliance.
This means that schemes that can
meet a certain number of criteria
regarding their long-term funding
targets and funding plans and will
then be able to go through ‘fast-track
compliance’, without further
questions from TPR.
There will also be a bespoke
regime which will allow schemes to
veer from the fast-track compliance
route, but with greater scrutiny
from TPR expected. “In other
words, the regulator will ask to
see their homework, and satisfy
themselves that what they’re doing
is reasonable,” he says.

Long-term objectives
But what exactly does this objective
mean for charities in practice and
how should charities design a strategy to meet it?
One panellist argues that although
the framework is “great in theory”,

Panel:
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more clarity is required around
what ‘long-term’ and ‘funding
target’ really mean.
“It sounds good, but in practice,
because of the absurdity of the
actuarial calculation process, the
long-term target is blown out of the
water at the next revaluation. A tiny
fluctuation in gilt yields or liabilities
might have done this, for example.
“So my message to the regulator
would be this: if we are going to
adopt ‘long-term funding targets’,
we have to have an actuarial
valuation process that is locked in
for the long term and isn’t
www.charitytimes.com
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susceptible to tiny fluctuations in
abstruse, arcane things – things
that I don’t understand, let alone
my trustees.”
Many panellists hope charities will
receive a little leniency from TPR,
given the nature and lifespan of
their operations. “We read in the
press about commercial businesses
that are in serious trouble, and they
can simply ‘pop out’ of being a
business if they really need to. But
charities have a much longer life
expectancy, and – especially for the
larger charities, which so many rely
upon – this is simply not possible.
38
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“Surely there must be an
argument for charities to
have a longer recovery
plan?”
So surely there must be an
argument for charities to have
a longer recovery plan?” one
panellist argues.
However, as Hitchiner points out,
TPR regulates the entire pensions
industry, regardless of individual
circumstances. “In its guidance,
TPR says trustees of charity pension
funds should approach employer
covenant in the same way. They
should think about how much cash is
available – now, and in the future –
and what the risks are to that cash,”

he says.
“Many charities do have
long-term horizons,” he says, “but
if I was a trustee of a charity
pension fund, I would still look to
ask myself the same questions: how
much cash is the charity going to
generate? Is that cash going to be
available to the pension fund, and
what are the risks to that cash?
What could make the cash suddenly
go away?
“These are all really important
questions and I don’t think they
should be any different. However, I
think TPR does recognise that
charities are not like private
companies who need to take risks to
deliver profits, and will often take a
less aggressive stance.”
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“Trustees have a
responsibility to
encourage members not
to ‘make the mistake’”
Managing liabilities
Over recent years, liability
management has become a useful
tool to help employers reach their
long-term objectives.
Hitchiner recalls that historically
members taking a transfer from a
DB scheme was unusual. “But in
the last three or four years, we’ve
seen an absolute explosion in
interest from members in their
options under the scheme to either
transfer, retire early or explore
other flexibilities with their
benefits,” he adds.
These flexibilities – introduced as
part of George Osborne’s ‘pension
freedoms’ in 2015 – have
subsequently led to the greater use
of liability management, which can
mean providing more information,
or implementing a bulk
communication exercise and
providing access to advisors.
“I’ve spoken to a number of
trustee boards about liability
management over the years, and the
views range from, ‘these are
valuable options that members will
be interested in, we should tell
everyone’, to ‘we will avoid
highlighting any of these options
because they are not in their
interests,” Hitchiner adds.
One panellist shares his experience
of looking to undertake a bulk
exercise, although he claims his
advisor fears take-up would be very
low. “We haven’t seen this so-called
‘explosion of interest’ yet, but if we
do, we want to go big and try and
shrink the size of the overall pot
by having transfer values in place,”
he says.
Another panellist argues that

transfer values could be “the answer
to a lot of the issues we have as a
sector”. “People love the idea that
they can now have more flexibility
around their pension and take it
early to pay off the mortgage and
pay off debts,” she says. “The
scheme – on transfer value basis –
would actually benefit from this.
Transfer value basis would not be as
generous as buy-out basis, so the
scheme would profit from everybody
wanting to transfer.”
But where do employers’
responsibilities lie with regards to
members’ best interests? A trustee on
the panel argues that trustees have a
responsibility to encourage members
not to ‘make the mistake’. “It would
certainly help the funding of the

scheme, but the encouragement to
transfer all of your DB benefits is a
mistake and personally, I feel like I
would have a responsibility to stop a
member from doing that.
“But, alternatively, if you provide
them with all the information they
need, they seek advice and still come
to the same decision, well then
surely our work is done? It’s a very
difficult situation, but I certainly like
the idea of moving benefits around.
Much more than moving benefits
away.”

Buyouts
For many charities, a long-term
funding target is already in sight and
they are closing in on the point of
buy-out, whereby they can transfer
www.charitytimes.com
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their pension liabilities to an insurance firm, which will take on the
responsibility of meeting them.
But the market has become busy,
and due to demand, it can often be
difficult for organisations to obtain
quotes from insurers. “This has
meant that it’s become increasingly
important for schemes to prepare
well for buy-out, and that means
making sure the trustees and the
employer are working well together,
and both understand a common set
of objectives,” Hitchiner explains.
“It means you’ve got no legal
uncertainty with regards to your
benefits, so you’ll need to have
closed everything down, made sure
you’ve got all your deeds tied up
and have drawn up an accurate
benefit specification. Your data will
need to be in good order too. This is
just part of a check list for trustees
40
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to go through on the path to buyout,” he adds.
One panellist talks about being
extremely close to the point of a
buy-out, but whilst also being held
back by high admin fees.
“We’re about £2 million short of a
buy-out,” she tells the panel. “And
as it stands, we could just carry on
making no further contributions and
we’d be there in 2030. But we’ve
got £100,000 a year of admin fees
to pay.
“This has really highlighted how
many costs can be accumulated in
the build-up to buy-out and just how
necessary it is to build these fees
into the projections,” she adds.

preparation is key
Chris Hawley, partner at Barnett
Waddingham also emphasises the
need for preparation, explaining that

due to the popularity of buyouts it
can be extremely difficult to get traction in such a competitive market.
“This just highlights the need to
prepare,” he says. “You must make
sure you’ve done your data and
benefit work. These are things you
can do years in advance of a
transaction. Even if you are talking
about a buy-out five years away,
you can still get your lawyers to go
over your benefit specification and
see if there are any skeletons in
the closet.”
Whilst the idea of a long-term
funding target may not be appealing
to many charities, it does act as
a reminder that working towards
the future, setting objectives
and careful planning are key to
avoiding the devastation caused
by DB failures.
“Like everything in life, there’s a
need for balance,” Hitchiner
concludes. “What the regulator is
saying is that every organisation –
regardless of their objectives – must
simply plan to be at a point in the
future where they are no longer on a
bumpy journey.
“You can take some time to get
there, and you can invest in some
exciting things in the meantime, but
at the point at which you’re
substantially mature, you should aim
to be funded on a basis that allows
you to avoid risk and volatility.
“Of course, this can be costly,
especially for non-profit
organisations, but finding the right
balance will make it worthwhile in
the long-run.” ■
Barnett Waddingham is a leading
provider of pensions consultancy
services to the charity sector. For
more information, visit:
barnett-waddingham.co.uk.
To speak to somebody directly,
please contact: steve.hitchiner@
barnett-waddingham.co.uk.
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The future of DB funding: the
key facts you need to know
What does the Pensions Regulator have in store for charities?
WRIT TEN BY STE VE HITCHIN E R, PAR TN E R, BARN E T T WA D D I NG H AM
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t the time of writing, the
Pension Regulator’s
consultation on a revised
funding regime has not been
published, but the high level
principles have already been
established through various
statements made by TPR.

What can we expect from the
Pensions Regulator consultation?
• A clearer framework for what
constitutes an appropriate
funding plan, including what
TPR sees as an appropriate
‘long-term funding target’
(LTFT).
• The concept of a ‘fast track’
route to demonstrating
compliance, with scope for a
more ‘bespoke’ approach subject
to greater regulatory scrutiny.
• Clearer guidelines on how the
financial strength of the
sponsoring employer can be
allowed for, and also on
acceptable periods for any
funding shortfall to be corrected.
Long-term funding target
The fast track regime will require a
‘low dependency’ LTFT. This
means having enough assets to pay
the promised benefits without
significant reliance on investment
returns or on support from the
sponsoring employer.

Pension schemes must assume that
they will fund on this low
dependency basis and reduce
investment risk once they are mature
– i.e. when the liabilities relate to
mostly pensioners. In the meantime,
a reasonable level of investment risk
can be allowed for.
TPR has indicated a maximum
assumed investment return under
this low-dependency LTFT of
between 0.25% pa and 0.50% pa
above the rate of interest available
on UK government bonds (‘gilts’).
Therefore, once the LTFT is reached
only a modest amount of risk – for
example 10%-20% in equities – is
needed.

New funding regime – points
to consider
Once the detailed consultation is
available, the main question is where
a pension scheme sits relative to the
fast track approach.
• Broadly in line with the fast
track requirements: Funding
valuations likely to be
straightforward, although some
minor tweaks may be needed.
• Broadly in line with fast track,
other than contributions to
correct a shortfall being paid
over a long period: Key
consideration is what the
employer can afford to pay. This
can have challenges for charities.

•

Not able to meet fast track
approach: May be subject to
greater scrutiny from TPR.
Consider further analysis of risks
and gather evidence to support
funding plan.

Time to review objectives and
strategy?
Reducing investment risk over
time as members retire and become
pensioners is a common strategy
for UK pension schemes.
However, these strategies are
often imbalanced, with too much
short-term risk leading to excessive
funding volatility. A balanced
approach would target a more
even spread, albeit still with a
reasonably modest level of
long-term risk.
Many charities can expect
to be around for the long-term,
but have restrictions on the cash
they can pay to their pension
scheme in the short-term. If your
long-term target is currently more
cautious than the fast track LTFT –
for example, by assuming
investment only in gilts – you
should consider whether a more
sustainable strategy would allow
short-term risk and volatility to be
reduced without increasing overall
funding requirements. ■
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WELCOME TO
THE WORLD OF
FREE THINKING
You need an agile and flexible
partnership that brings fresh new
ideas to the table. As a leading
independent UK professional
services consultancy, we’re free
to do the right thing for you and
your clients at all times.
To us, that means free thinking.

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/
free-thinking
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Impact investing
advertorial

How to include impact
investing in your strategy

F

or many investors, impact
investing is a logical extension
to responsible and sustainable
investment as they strive for greater
purpose in the way they invest.
Rather than excluding or including
certain areas, impact investing provides capital to companies that
directly match a charity’s social or
environmental goals. Of course,
charities will need to be mindful of
the statutory and case law guidance
relating to their investment policy.
The chief difference between
impact investing and a grant, donation or philanthropy is that impact
investing with the intention of generating a financial return albeit not
always in line with the risk taken.
Current estimates from the Global
Impact Investing Network (GIIN)
put the size of the impact market at
US$502bn* having grown by around
80% in the past four years. Typically
impact investment ranges from
renewable energy, conservation and
microfinance to affordable basic services such as housing, healthcare
and education.
However, in embracing impact
investing, it is important that charities don’t risk their reserves in a way
that imperils their main activity –
after all, charities are the original
impact investors.

First steps
For charities contemplating incorporating impact investment, the first
priority should be to define their

It’s a popular way to invest, but what are the pros and cons?
WRIT TEN BY NI CK M UR P HY, H EA D O F CH A R I T I ES, PA R T NER, S M I T H &
WILLIAM S O N I NV ES T M ENT MA NAG EM ENT

values. This is key to finding impact
investments that chime with the
goals of the charity, be that equality,
health or social justice. As we see it,
there are five key questions trustees
should ask before they start:
• What will you invest?
• What problems will you address?
• What steps will you take?
• How will you measure success?
• How can you measure impact?
In our experience, the most common
explanation for weakness in an
impact programme is not being
clear about what success means at
the outset.

Definitions
Definition is perhaps the most complex aspect for all types of investing
with purpose. A ‘good’ social impact
will ultimately be determined by our
individual values, culture and belief
system.
The Investment Association uses
the GIIN (Global Impact Investing
Network) definition, which see
impact investments as having four
key elements: intentionality, financial returns, investing through any
asset class and impact measurement.
Intentionality
The intentionality requirement
means that companies that just

happen to have a business with good
environmental or social impacts are
likely to be excluded. This makes
‘true’ impact investment more difficult in public markets and is why
most impact investment is in nonpublic enterprises and vehicles.

Measurement
Deciding how that impact is going to
be measured can often give greater
clarity on a charity’s values and
beliefs. It will open up ideas about
impact to scrutiny, often giving a
better result in the longer-term.
Any measurement tool will need
to reflect a charity’s priorities, as
well as answering the question of
whether the impact programme is
really making a difference.
More opportunities are likely to
emerge as the sector matures. Public
market investors can start to measure
their exposure to sustainable impact
solutions and they can measure their
portfolio exposures against the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.
This establishes a baseline, so
impact improvement can be measured over time. This is not ‘true’
impact investing perhaps,
but a step in the right direction. ■

*https://thegiin.org/research/publication/impinv-survey-2019
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S

uccessful investment always
requires lateral thinking and a
willingness to embrace
change and the 2020s will certainly
see some big changes to the
investment landscape. In this article,
we explore the shifting patterns of
economic growth and the secular
themes which we expect to create a
variety of enduring investment
opportunities for charity portfolios in
the decade ahead.
Some economic trends can
become so enduring that we consider
them to be the natural order of
things. But the year-on-year
economic growth that we have taken
for granted throughout our lifetimes
has been slowing recently, and in the
2020s we’re unlikely to be able to
rely as much on growth from the
wider economy to generate our
investment returns. There are five
major challenges to growth:
The first is a slowdown in the
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Defying convention
What does the successful investor of the 2020s
need to know? WRIT TEN BY R I CH A R D MA I T L A ND,
H EA D O F CH A R I T I ES, S A R A S I N & PA R T NER S

increase in the working age
population. Each year, with more
people earning wages and spending,
the amount of money in circulation
and the size of the world economy
has expanded. But outside Africa,
birth rates are below the replacement
rate and in many parts of the
developed world, there are now
more older workers retiring than
young people joining the workforce.
The key implication is that, with
fewer people earning wages, the
natural rate of global economic
growth in future will be much more
subdued.

The productivity growth of the
average worker has been fading too.
Economists are puzzled why, since
the financial crisis, the growth in
output no longer seems to be
improving. The search for reasons
will continue but the prudent
investor take-away is not to overestimate economic growth driven by
productivity.
Another factor to remove from
your future growth forecast is the
beneficial impact of globalisation.
The fall of the Iron Curtain and the
far-reaching market economy
reforms of Deng Xiaoping in China

Investment

Success

were just part of the massive growth
in global trade in the last 30 years.
But with the US now in open
competition with China, and intent
on reducing its massive trade deficit
with Europe, global trade growth is
unlikely to make such a positive
contribution in the next few years.
Economic activity needs energy,
and from the industrial revolution
onwards, economic growth has been
powered by burning fossil fuels. But
climate change means that the next
decade will see a fundamental shift
in the energy supply. This will create
huge opportunities, as we discuss
shortly, but it will also be disruptive
to lucrative industries and lead to a
reduction in energy spending.
The fifth significant economic
change is in consumption patterns.
Consumerism has encouraged the
relentless acquisition of goods and
services, egged on by advertising
and planned obsolescence. But the
zeitgeist is changing. A new
generation and fashion for
conservation may reduce future
consumption rates.
As the result of these five changes,
we estimate that the 2020s will see
average global nominal GDP growth
of about 3.5% p.a., which compares
to an average of 7.5% p.a. over the
last 70 years.
Company profits won’t grow in
the same way in future. No longer
can we ride the wave of the whole
stock market on the tide of an
expanding economy. Instead the
most successful investors will need
to be selective and choose
companies with stronger-thanaverage growth tailwinds. Where do
we find these? History labelled the
1920s the ’roaring twenties’ for good
reason. One hundred years ago the
developed world enjoyed remarkable
change – new technologies had a

dramatic impact, from the car, radio
and electricity to the telephone,
flight and the movies. The 2020s
won’t be an exact equivalent, but it
is possible to see some significant
changes in technology coming.
A wide range of developments
stem from ‘Digitalisation’ – artificial
intelligence is bringing natural
language processing and ‘machine
learning’ so that machines can
comprehend, see and learn. It will
transform the relationship between
people and technology, boosting our
creativity, speed, precision and
productivity. Medicine will also
start to deliver amazing advances
from the ability to process enormous
quantities of data and fix single
faulty genes.
‘Automation’ will see more robots
doing much more than factory
processing: helping in care homes,
cooking, cleaning and undertaking
multiple basic tasks. Autonomous
cars are not imminent but promise a
transport revolution. ‘Virtual reality’
will transform entertainment.
It will be technology and human
ingenuity that seek to fix many large
environmental challenges, from
climate change to biodiversity loss.
The late reaction to these crises

means the response will need to be
larger and faster, with huge new
investments required to mitigate and
adapt, presenting powerful
investment opportunities.
Whilst economic growth in the
developed world will slow, living
standards for billions of poorer
people in the developing world will
continue to improve. Many will shift
to a ‘middle class’ lifestyle over the
2020s. And, as longevity improves,
populations will see increasing
proportions of elderly people – the
number of over 65 year-olds will
double by 2050. Ageing drives many
different consumption patterns, and
offers a plethora of commercial
growth prospects.
So there are many new
opportunities resulting from change.
With these tailwinds, despite lower
rates of GDP growth, there are
numerous businesses that can thrive
in the next decade, providing a wide
variety of investment opportunities
for charities. ■
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Will easy come easy go?
Last year proved to be a great year for investors and for many, will have been the
best years since the start of the millennium. But will 2020 be quite so successful?
WR IT TEN BY gr aham harris on, DirE C Tor, as s E T r i s K Co ns ULTa nTs (a r C)

T

he phrase ‘easy come, easy go’
has been part of the English
lexicon since the 1800’s. It is
used by way of consolation after
losing something that has been
acquired with little effort, such as
gambling money.
After the best year for investors
for a decade and one of the best
decades for investors in a century, it
is inevitable that those who have
benefited from strong absolute and
real increases in their wealth will
increasingly worry that their fortunes
will, quite literally, reverse.

Liquidity wave
The global financial crisis in 2008
resulted in the widespread use of a
new form of monetary policy that
ARC Index Risk Category

rates have fallen ever lower, bond
prices have risen. It could be argued
that purchasing a long-dated bond on
a negative real yield (and for Euro
investors often on a negative
absolute yield) is speculation not
investment. But such concerns have
been academic in 2019 and indeed
over the last decade as a whole as
being selective within asset classes
has been far less important than
being “risk on”. Caution has merely
resulted in lower returns.
For much of the last decade,
discretionary investment managers
have tended to position their clients’
portfolios at or below the neutral
risk level. That caution has cost
performance versus risk neutral
index-based benchmarks. But, whilst

had been pioneered by the Japanese
a few years earlier, that of
quantitative easing. The desired
response was for companies and
consumers to stimulate the economy
through increased business
investment and increased consumer
demand respectively.
To an extent the policy was
successful. Ten years on corporate
profits are riding high and
unemployment is very low.
However, it is now recognized that
the liquidity wave generated by
quantitative easing has tended to
benefit providers of capital far more
than employees.
Investors have been able to make
money over the last decade from
both bonds and equities. As interest

Risk Relative
to Equities

Returns for 12 Months to December 2019
ACI

USD PCI

EUR PCI

CHF PCI

CAD PCI

arC Cautious aCi/PCi

0 – 40%

6.9

9.5

7.7

6.8

6.3

arC Balanced asset aCi/PCi

40 – 60%

12.2

14.1

12.1

11.7

10.5

arC steady growth aCi/PCi

60 – 80%

15.6

17.9

17.8

15.5

13.1

arC Equity risk aCi/PCi

80 – 110%

18.1

23.5

22.4

19.3

16.2

ARC Index Risk Category

Risk Relative
to Equities

Annualised Returns for 10 Years to December 2019
ACI

USD PCI

EUR PCI

CHF PCI

CAD PCI

arC Cautious aCi/PCi

0 – 40%

3.9

2.9

2.2

1.7

4.0

arC Balanced asset aCi/PCi

40 – 60%

6.1

4.1

3.5

2.9

5.7

arC steady growth aCi/PCi

60 – 80%

7.3

5.3

5.1

4.2

6.6

arC Equity risk aCi/PCi

80 – 110%

8.1

6.5

6.4

4.9

7.3
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ARC Index Risk Category

Currency
Basis

Cumulative Returns for 10 Years to December 2019
ACI

USD PCI

EUR PCI

CHF PCI

CAD PCI

arC steady growth aCi/PCi

Local Currency

103.1

67.9

64.8

50.8

90.1

arC steady growth aCi/PCi

sterling

103.1

106.3

57.9

97.5

88.8

the last decade has been a case of
“easy come”, the next is unlikely to
deliver such a benign and beneficial
backdrop. What that suggests is
changes in monetary and fiscal
policies across the western world
will create an environment in which
discretionary investment managers
should be able to deliver superior
risk-adjusted returns to simple
passive index-tracking strategies as
fundamental research begins to pay
off once more.

How have charity portfolios
performed in 2019 and over the
decade?
After the experience of 2018, which
proved to be one of the toughest
years for investors since the
financial crisis of 2008, a degree of
trepidation heading into 2019 was to
be expected. However, concerns that
the extended bull market was finally
topping out proved to be wrong and
portfolios across all currencies and
risk categories saw significant gains
as the table to the left illustrates.
Annualised returns over the last
decade have also been very solid
with positive real returns being
generated across all four ARC
Charity Index (ACI) risk profiles
and all ARC Private Client Indices
(PCI) currencies. Indeed, almost all
investors will have seen their real

“After tHe experienCe
of 2018, A degree of
trepidAtion HeAding into
2019 WAs to Be expeCted”

wealth grow and for those who have
fully embraced the equity markets
real returns should have been well
over 50% and in some cases real
wealth will have doubled.
The table above shows the 10 year
performance for the Steady Growth
ARC risk category, which
encompasses portfolios that typically
have an exposure to equities of
between 55% and 75%, for the ACI
and the PCI currencies in local
currency and calculated in a
common reference currency
(Sterling).
The table shows local currency
returns were highest for Charity
investors (in Sterling) and Canadian
Dollar investors (up c. 90%) and
lowest for Swiss Franc based
investors (up c. 51%). However,
local currency-based returns can be
misleading as they ignore the impact
of currency movements on
purchasing power. The significant
return differences when measured in
a common currency (Sterling) are
striking, with the strongest returns
accruing to US Dollar based
investors and the weakest, by some
margin, for Euro-based investors.
Choice of base currency should in
theory not matter over the longer
term. However, home country asset
allocation bias has had a material
impact on investor returns over the
last decade.

Conclusions
• 2019 proved to be a great year
for investors across the risk
spectrum and across all five PCI
currencies. For most investors

•

•

•

double digit returns were the
norm and 2019 would have been
one of the best calendar years
since the start of the millennium.
Partly on account of the
unexpectedly strong performance
of 2019 but also on account of
the ultra-accommodative
monetary policy of western
central banks since the global
financial crisis, the last decade
has seen excellent absolute and
real returns achieved by
investors. Yes underlying
corporate profitability has risen
but equity market returns have
been supercharged by corporate
balance sheet manipulations and
multiple expansion. The last
decade has, in retrospect, been
“easy come”.
Discretionary managers have
adopted a somewhat defensive
stance for much of the decade,
including 2019, and have
therefore tended to struggle to
match or beat passive indexbased benchmarks. They have
found “easy come” hard to
accept and worried that whilst
clients are always willing to
accept easy come gains they
rarely adopt an “easy go” attitude
to portfolio losses.
Looking to 2020 and beyond, if
history is any guide, returns are
likely to be lower and volatility
significantly higher. That will
undoubtedly unnerve some
investors and we may well see a
reversal from passives into
discretionary mandates as
a result. ■
www.charitytimes.com
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Charity funds

Data
investment
Equities

Investment
Manager

Fund
Size (£m)

Cash %

Bond %

UK %

Intl %

Barclays

236.3

5.1

11.6

45.2

30.8

Armed Forces Charities Growth & Income Fund2

BlackRock

369

8

12

31.5

29.6

Catholic Charities Growth & Income Fund2

BlackRock

172

3.9

19.1

33.1

28.9

Charities Growth & Income Fund

BlackRock

61.6

2.3

20.5

29.2

31.8

Charity Multi-Asset Fund2

Cazenove

606

4.6

1.3

21.9

44

Responsible Charity Multi-Asset Fund

Cazenove

70.1

6.4

6.7

20.6

49.7

CBF Church of England Investment Fund

CCLA

1649.4

5.3

0

12.7

57.3

COIF Charities Ethical Investment Fund

CCLA

955.8

6.4

0

12

58.8

COIF Charities Investment Fund

CCLA

2820.3

6.3

0.4

12.5

58.4

EdenTree

31.6

1.3

29.1

46

23.7

M&G

193.2

6.4

10.7

52.4

30.4

Newton Growth & Income Fund for Charities

Newton

736.5

3.6

14.1

45.1

37.2

Newton SRI Fund for Charities

Newton

108.7

2.2

15.9

37.4

43.1

Newton Growth Fund for Charities

Newton

58.5

9.5

16.4

29.1

44.2

Active Income and Growth Fund for Charities

Rathbones

210.2

9.5

17

26

31.2

Core Investment Fund for Charities

Rathbones

120.7

2.2

7.8

38.9

35.3

Ruffer

150.4

7.3

34.1

20.4

23.9

Sarasin Endowments Fund2

Sarasin & Partners

1749.6

4

12.9

21.4

48.7

Sarasin Income & Reserves Fund2

Sarasin & Partners

154.4

4.8

73.8

8.7

10.2

Multi-Asset Funds
Barclays Charity Fund

Amity Balanced Fund for Charities
M&G Charity Multi-Asset Fund

Charity Assets Trust

Peer Group Indices
Sterling Cautious Charity Index

ARC

13.1

24

18.9

24.4

Sterling Balanced Asset Charity Index

ARC

27.3

41

1.1

14.5

Sterling Steady Growth Charity Index

ARC

2.5

7.2

46.8

32.2

Sterling Equity Risk Charity Index

ARC

6.9

15.9

35.8

29.4

Market Indices1
UK Equities

iShares

International Equities

iShares

UK Sovereign Bonds

iShares

UK Corporate Bond

iShares

UK Property

iShares

Cash
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Data
investment
Other %

Last
Quarter

Last 12
Months

YTD
2019

Last 3
Years

Last 5
Years

Last 10
Years

4.6

2.8

2.7

17.7

17.7

26

47.6

-

9.3

9.6

3.1

18.1

18.1

25

48.1

120.6

4.6

10.4

2.1

16.3

16.3

26.3

48.2

115

8.3

7.9

1.5

-

-

-

-

-

8

20.2

2.3

13.1

13.1

16

33.8

86

5

11.6

2.4

15.7

15.7

-

-

-

4

20.7

3.5

22.4

22.4

41

71.4

177.8

5.4

17.5

2.9

22.2

22.2

37.7

65

159

5.1

17.4

2.6

21.7

21.7

38

66

164.8

-

-

4.8

17.1

17.1

19.6

34.6

-

0.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.4

18.9

18.9

32.4

58.3

159.5

-

1.4

2.9

19.4

19.4

27.4

48.3

-

-

0.9

1

18.1

18.1

29.1

51.5

-

7.5

8.8

1.3

13.9

13.9

22.9

43.2

-

5.4

10.3

2.8

15.6

15.6

21.4

-

-

-

14.3

1.2

7.2

7.2

4.3

16.6

-

8.6

4.5

3.1

19.6

19.6

26.8

44.9

118.4

1.3

1.3

-0.9

9.4

9.4

11.5

23.6

74.2

1.8

17.9

0.4

6.9

6.9

7.9

14.2

47.1

0

16

1.7

12.2

12.2

15.2

29

80.4

1.2

10.2

2.5

15.6

15.6

20.4

38.5

103.1

1.6

10.5

3.2

18.1

18.1

23

43.4

117.4

2.6

17.2

17.2

19.5

40.2

104

1.1

23.8

23.8

33.3

80.4

201.5

-3.9

6.8

6.8

9.1

20.4

65.9

-0.4

11.2

11.2

12.9

27.8

86.9

11.4

27.4

27.4

23

25

124.9

0.2

0.7

0.7

1.3

2

4.2

Key

1

Source / Asset Risk Consultants

Property %

The asset allocations presented are based on estimates provided by ARC. The estimates are calculated using statistical
methods that attempt to derive a model portfolio whose historical returns most closely match the actual ACI results.
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ACCOU NTA NTS AND AUDITORS
Doing the right thing since 1918

Griffin Stone Moscrop & CO
21-27 Lamb’s Conduit Street
London WC1N 3GS

From a single office in Central London, our team of Charity experts advise more than 80 NFP
and Charity organisations on their financial reporting and performance.

Contact: Richard Hill

Year after year they know GSM will always do the right thing by them, their supporters and
beneficiaries.

T: 020 7935 3793
E: rhill@gsmaccountants.co.uk
W: www.gsmaccountants.co.uk

Renowned for our wise counsel in your sector, we provide value for money, auditing excellence,
charity accounting expertise and the highest levels of partner-led service, giving every good
cause reason to review their accountancy provision.
Contact us now to arrange a meeting.

A S S OCI AT I O NS
ACEVO

The Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) supports
members by providing access to:

150 Fenchurch St
London EC3M 6BB

•

T: 020 7014 4600
E: info@acevo.org.uk
W: www.acevo.org.uk

•
•

Twitter: @ACEVO

•

Third sector leadership and governance resources to support boards and senior
management teams
Information, publications and reports on key third sector issues
Conferences, courses and networking opportunities to enhance skills and
build knowledge
Dedicated helplines and support services such as CEO in Crisis - a service for third
sector CEOs facing disputes with their board.

ACEVO also works hard to ensure its members voice is heard by opinion formers and
influencers at the highest level.

Charity Finance Group
15-18 White Lion Street
London
N1 9PG
T: 0845 345 3192
F: 0845 345 3193

Charity Finance Group (CFG) is the charity that champions best practice in finance
management in the charity and voluntary sector. Our vision is of a financially
confident, dynamic and trustworthy charity sector. With this aim in sight, CFG delivers
services to its charity members and the sector at large which enable those with
financial responsibility to develop and adopt best practice.

Company Registration No. 3182826

With more than 1,300 member charities, managing over £19.3 billion, we are uniquely
placed to challenge regulation which threatens the effective use of charity funds, drive
efficiency and help charities to make the most out of their money.

Charity Registration No. 1054914

For more information please visit www.cfg.org.uk

Institute of Fundraising
Charter House
13-15 Carteret Street
London SW1H 9DJ
T: +44 (0) 20 7840 1000
Twitter: @ioftweets
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
instituteoffundraising
www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk

The Institute of Fundraising (IoF) is the professional membership body for fundraising in
the UK.
Our vision: Excellent fundraising for a better world
Our mission: Creating the environment and understanding for fundraisers to excel
We support our individual members, organisations as well as the fundraising community and
the general public and donors through:
• Leadership and representation
• Best practice and compliance
• Education and networking
• Championing and promoting fundraising as a career choice.
We are a charity that supports charities and public benefit organisations in connecting donors
and supporters with the causes they care passionately about.
Excellent fundraising is the essential ingredient that enables us to make the world a better
place. Find out how we can enable you to be the best fundraiser you can be.

BA NKI NG
Charity Bank Limited
Fosse House, 182 High Street,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BE
Call our lending team:
T: 01732 441919
E: loanenquiries@charitybank.org
W: charitybank.org
Twitter: @charitybank
Facebook: /charitybank

If you could borrow from a bank run for and owned by charities and social purpose
organisations, would you be interested?
Every single one of our shareholders is either a charitable trust, foundation, or social
purpose organisation: our mission is to support your mission.
You can apply for loans from £50,000 to £3.25 million and more in partnership with
other lenders.
We offer loans to support your organisation, a deep interest in what you do and a
team of regional managers that is there to be your partner in doing good.
Talk to our lending team to enquire about a loan.
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BA NKI NG

Triodos Bank

Triodos Bank offers a fresh approach to banking. Our mission is to make money work for
positive social, environmental and cultural change.

Deanery Road
Bristol BS1 5AS

We do this by only lending money to businesses and projects which benefit people and
the planet, including charities and community groups.

T: + 44 (0)800 328 2181
E: contact@triodos.co.uk
W: www.triodos.co.uk

This means our depositors know their money is used to make a positive impact, while still
receiving a fair return. And the charities we lend to receive informed advice, based on our
team’s in-depth understanding of how to balance financial and ethical business objectives.
We offer a range of services for organisations of all sizes, including:
• Term loans and overdrafts • Deposit and current accounts • Corporate finance (capital raising)
Visit triodos.co.uk to find out more.

Unity Trust Bank plc
Nine Brindleyplace
Birmingham
B1 2HB
T: 0345 140 1000
E: us@unity.co.uk

Looking for a bank that understands your charity?
Unity Trust Bank was rated No.1 for Sector Knowledge in an independent charity
banking survey (2014) and was also rated top for Relationship Managers, Fees and
Charges and Meeting Expectations.
Currently, around 7,000 charities bank with Unity and over 50% of our lending last
year was to charitable organisations.
Established in 1984, positive social impact and financial sustainability were part of
our founding principles. Today, more than 30 years later, they remain core to what
we stand for.
If you’re a charity, look no further – we’re on the same page.

F U NDI NG
PayPal Giving Fund
Whittaker House,
Whittaker Ave,
Richmond, Surrey
TW9 1EH, UK
W: paypalgivingfund.org.uk

PayPal Giving Fund is a registered charity (No. 1110538) that raises millions of
pounds each year to benefit UK charities. We enable people to give through
programmes operated by PayPal, eBay, Humble Bundle and other leading internet
businesses. PayPal Giving Fund receives funds donated through these platforms
and seeks to grant them to charities recommended by donors.
Contact us at: info@paypalgivingfund.org

H R & EMPLOYEE BEN E FITS
Affordable health insurance from a not-for-profit mutual

CS Healthcare
Princess House, Horace Rd,
Kingston upon Thames KT1 2SL
T: 0800 917 4325
W: www.cshealthcare.co.uk/charitytimes

We’ve been dedicated to protecting the health of our members for over 85 years.
As a mutual society, our members are at the heart of everything we do and, unlike commercial
insurers, we don’t have any shareholders. We provide a range of health insurance policies to suit
your needs and budget, covering individuals and groups.
Visit www.cshealthcare.co.uk/charitytimes for more information.

I NS UR ANC E
Stackhouse Poland look after 400 charities and “not for profit” organisations in the UK.

Stackhouse Poland Limited
Blenheim House
1-2 Bridge Street
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 4RY
T: 01483 407 440
F: 01483 407 441
W: www.stackhouse.co.uk

Our specialist team arrange a broad range of insurance programmes for our charity clients,
including property and liability as well as motor, charity trustee cover and travel policies for aid
workers, etc.
The Company also arranges insurance for a large number of corporate clients and has a
specialist private client division advising affluent and High Net Worth clients on their personal
insurance needs.
Please see our website for the video outlining our services to the Charity sector or contact us to
discuss our 10 point Charity checklist for Insurance.
Insurance Broker of the Year 2013
Independent Regional Broker of the Year 2007
Finalist Independent Regional Broker of the Year 2009
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I N S U R A NC E
Unity Insurance Services
Suite 8 The Quadrant
60 Marlborough Road
Lancing Business Park
Lancing, West Sussex
BN15 8UW
T: 0345 040 7702
F: 0345 040 7705
E: info@unityinsuranceservices.co.uk
W: www.unityinsuranceservices.co.uk/
charity-insurance

Insurance for charities with 100% of our profits returned to charity.
As a charity owned insurance broker, Unity Insurance Services has a unique insight
into your sector. For over 80 years, we have been protecting the people, property,
liabilities and activities of charities.
We view each charity as unique so we always aim to provide solutions that fit your
exacting needs. That’s why we will spend the time to understand in detail your
activities and risks to obtain the best possible cover at the best possible price.
Visit our website or telephone to us to find out more.

I N VESTMENT MANAGE ME N T
Cerno Capital Partners LLP
34 Sackville Street, St James’s
London W1S 3ED
For more information, please contact
Mustafa Abbas, Nick Hornby,
James Spence
T: 0207 382 4112
E: charities@cernocapital.com
W: www.cernocapital.com

Charles Stanley & Co. Limited
55 Bishopsgate London EC2N 3AS
Nic Muston - Director of Private Clients
& Charities
E: nicholas.muston@charles-stanley.co.uk
T: 020 7149 6610
Robert Winterton - Business Development
Executive - Charities, Intermediary Sales
E: robert.winterton@charles-stanley.co.uk
T: 020 7149 6265
www.charles-stanley.co.uk

Cerno Capital works closely with charities, helping them organise and manage their
investment portfolios.
It is our view that the only way to obtain a reliable investment return is to identify
the prevailing macro-economic themes and then follow a robust methodology for
selecting investments. We take a real world approach to risk, concentrating on the
risks of losing money and not just the measurement of volatility.
We invest globally, across multiple asset classes and take a long term outlook to
wealth preservation and growth.
We act as both discretionary managers and advisors to charities.

A personal service shaped around you
•
•
•
•
•
•

We currently manage £24.9bn* across a broad range of clients
Of which our Charity team manage £1.56bn* on behalf of over 800 charities
We provide a bespoke solution for each client, as well as a direct relationship
with a dedicated fund manager
We use a distinctive investment approach within a robust risk framework as
well as offering environmental, social and governance screening
We work closely with our clients supporting them by providing both policy
guidance and trustee training
With our 20 regional offices we are close by to support your needs

*as at 31/12/17
Investment involves risk, investors may not get back what they originally invested.
Charles Stanley & Co. limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

EdenTree Investment Management Ltd

Profit with principles

24 Monument Street
London
EC3R 8AJ

That is what we aim to deliver. We believe that a company’s business activity, it’s
environmental and community impact and the way it interacts with its stakeholders can
all positively contribute to returns. This is why these factors are integral to our responsible
investment process and why EdenTree Investment Management has won numerous
awards for its performance.

Philip Baker
Head of Institutional Business Development
T: 0800 032 3778
E: charities@edentreeim.com
W: edentreeim.com

Call us to discuss how investing responsibly will benefit your charity, learn how our
charitable ownership helps us see things from your perspective and how your investment
can make a real difference.
EdenTree Investment Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.

Epworth Investment Management
Limited
9 Bonhill Street, London
EC2A 4PE
Mark O’Connor
Head of Business Development
T: 020 7496 3639
E: mark.oconnor@epworthinvestment.co.uk

Christian Ethical Investment – for Churches and Charities
We are dedicated to serving the needs of Churches and Charities and currently
manage around £1.3bn.
What makes us different is how we do it. Our Christian ethical approach looks to
identify sustainable companies with attractive return prospects. We then engage to
positively influence their behaviour and ensure they are acting in a responsible way.
For good returns that faithfully meet your ethical requirements, please get in touch.
Epworth Investment Management Limited (“Epworth”) is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Data as at 31/12/17.
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I N VESTMENT MANAGE ME N T
Lombard Odier (Europe) S.A.
Queensberry House,
3 Old Burlington Street,
London, W1S 3AB
Contact: Tom Rutherford, Head of Charities
T: 020 3206 6156
E: t.rutherford@lombardodier.com
W: www.lombardodier.com/ukcharities

Investing for impact, with values
Lombard Odier is an independent investment manager with a 200-year history of providing
stability and investment innovation. Our team provides specialist advice to charities, as well as:
•

Bespoke investment services tailored to the priorities of your charity

•

Risk-based investment strategy designed to limit fluctuations in portfolio value

• Custody services, providing online access and transparent reporting on portfolio
performance

Disclaimer: The bank is authorised and regulated by the CSSF in Luxembourg and its branch in
the UK by the Prudential Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority

M&G Investments,
M&G Charities Department

With M&G, you’re free to choose from two specialist pooled funds for charities,
Charifund and Charibond, or alternatively, invest across our wide range of OEIC funds.

PO Box 9038, Chelmsford CM99 2XF

We’ve been managing charitable funds for over 55 years and now look after £1.4 billion*
for charities – making us one of the largest and most experienced managers of these
funds in the UK. The value of investments will fluctuate, which will cause fund prices to
fall as well as rise and you may not get back the original amount you invested.

T: Richard Macey 020 7548 3731
or James Potter 020 7548 3882
E: charities@mandg.co.uk
W: www.mandg.co.uk/charities

*As at 31.03.2016. Issued by M&G Securities Limited who is the fund manager and registered in England
No. 90776. The registered office is Laurence Pountney Hill, London EC4R 0HH. M&G Securities Limited is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Charibond’s charity registered number is
271815, and Charifund’s charity registered number is 249958.

Newton Investment Management
Stephanie Smith
Newton Investment Management
BNY Mellon Centre
160 Queen Victoria Street
London
EC4V 4LA
T: +44 (0)20 7163 6377
E: stephanie.smith@newtonim.com
w: www.newtonim.com/charities

Quilter Cheviot

At Newton, our sole focus is investment management. We currently manage
£49.8 billion for a broad range of clients, of which £4.2 billion is on behalf of charities
(as at 31 December 2019).
We are a committed and trusted-long-term partner to charities, with a track
record of helping them achieve their goals. But we do not stand still: innovation
and thought leadership in the charity sector are fundamental parts of our business.
We use a distinctive, global thematic investment approach, combined with rigorous
analysis of environmental, social and governance issues, in our specially designed
charity pooled funds, sustainable strategies, and segregated portfolio services.
www.newtonim.com/charities

How do you navigate investment challenges & opportunities?

Contact: Charles Mesquita
One Kingsway
London
WC2B 6AN
T: +44 (0)20 7150 4000
E: charities@quiltercheviot.com
W: quiltercheviot.com

When it comes to investment, we help
charities by thinking beyond the obvious.

•

Over £1.7 billion of charity
assets under management
(as at 30/06/2017)

•

Support for the sector: charity
seminars, bespoke investment
training, ethical investment
expertise and knowledge guides

Quilter Cheviot Limited is authorised and registered by the Financial Conduct Authority

Rathbone Investment Management
8 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7AZ
For further information please contact
Natalie Yapp:
E: natalie.yapp@rathbones.com
T: 020 7399 0128
W: rathbones.com/
Rathbone Investment Management Limited is
authorised is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential
Regulation Authority

Rathbones welcomes charities of all shapes and sizes We like to work in partnership with
our charity clients which means you will have direct access to the person managing your
charity’s investments, resulting in a portfolio that accurately meets your needs and is as
individual as your charity. Key facts
•
•
•
•
•

£6 billion of charitable funds under management
Over 1,900 charities
Segregated or pooled investment
Dedicated team of charity investment specialists
A history grounded in philanthropy

All figures as at 31 December 2019
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I N VESTMENT MA NAG E ME N T
Royal London Asset Management
55 Gracechurch Street
London, EC3V 0RL
Contact: Alan Bunce, Head of Institutional
Business – Direct
T: +44 (0)20 7506 6570
E: alan.bunce@rlam.co.uk
www.rlam.co.uk

Royal London Asset Management (RLAM) is one of the UK’s leading investment
companies for the charity sector. RLAM has built a strong reputation as an innovative
manager, investing across all major asset classes and delivering consistent long-term
outperformance. RLAM manages over £80 billion of assets, split between equities, fixed
interest, property and cash, with a market leading capability in sustainable investing.
RLAM is proud to manage £3.2 billion in assets on behalf of over 170 charity clients. We
pride ourselves on the breadth and quality of the investment options we offer, and we
recognise that your main focus is your charitable activity; ours is to construct the best
possible investment portfolio, often in multi-asset solutions, to meet your risk and return
objectives. Whatever your requirements, we are well positioned to offer a solution.

RLAM is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

All data as at 31 March 2015.

Ruffer LLP

At Ruffer, we have a distinctive approach to investing which we believe is well suited to the
needs and goals of charities and their trustees. We focus on delivering ‘all-weather’ investment
returns, protecting and growing the value of our clients’ assets throughout the market cycle.

80 Victoria Street
London
SW1E 5JL
For more information contact:
Christopher Querée, Investment Director –
Head of Charities
T: +44 (0)20 7963 8110
F: +44 (0)20 7963 8175
E: cqueree@ruffer.co.uk

Our responsible investment fund for charities, the Charity Assets Trust, follows this all-weather
approach. Its responsible investment policy includes ethical screening; restricting investment
in alcohol, armaments, gambling, pornography, tobacco, oil sands and thermal coal. It also
follows a proactive approach; monitoring, engaging and voting on the companies we hold in
the fund against a number of different considerations including the UN Global Compact and
carbon intensity.
Ruffer Group manages £20 billion to include approximately £2 billion for charities.
Ruffer LLP and Ruffer AIFM Limited are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Please note that the Charity Assets Trust is an unregulated collective investment scheme (UCIS) available
only to eligible charities.

Advertise your services directly to our subscribers
using our Suppliers Directory
If you are a supplier to the charity and not-for-profit sector
and want to maintain consistent visibility amongst potential
customers then why not include your company within the
suppliers section of Charity Times.
Your entry would be listed for 12 months (print & online)
and includes company logo, contact details and company
description/products.
Charity decision makers use this section to find suitable expert
suppliers. So call us on 0207 562 2431 with your details and
we will create a listing to ensure that your company is visible
within this valuable resource.

Call us on

0207 562 2431

www.charitytimes.com
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I NV ESTMENT MANAGE ME N T
Sarasin & Partners LLP
Juxon House
100 St Paul’s Churchyard
London EC4M 8BU
Contact: John Handford
T: 020 7038 7268
F: 020 7038 6864
E: john.handford@sarasin.co.uk
W: www.sarasinandpartners.com

Smith & Williamson
25 Moorgate
London
EC2R 6AY
Contact: Sharon Hanshaw
T: 020 7131 8214
w: www.sandwcharities.com

Sarasin & Partners manages approximately 433 charities* with over £6.6 billion in
charitable funds*, representing over 48% of the firm’s total Assets under Management.
We also manage investments for UK private clients, pension funds, and other institutions
with total funds under management of £13.9 billion* (*as at 30.06.2019).
Our particular expertise is determining and reviewing the appropriate mix of asset
classes suitable to meet the circumstances of each charity.
We are well known for our commitment to education having trained over 5,000 trustees.
The reference for this training is our Compendium of Investment.
Sarasin & Partners LLP is a limited liability partnership incorporated in England and
Wales with registered number OC329859 and is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

Smith & Williamson is an independently-owned financial and professional services
group, with 1700 people across 12 principal offices in the UK and Ireland. We are a
leading provider of discretionary investment management services to private clients,
charities and corporates and have around £20.4bn of assets under management and
advice (as at 31 December 2017).
Smith & Williamson LLP is regulated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales for a range of investment business activities. Smith & Williamson
Investment Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.

UBS

Charity focused, performance driven

5 Broadgate

Access all the investment insight and guidance your charity needs through our
dedicated team of experts, structured and ethical investment process and worldleading
research.

London EC2M 2AN
Helen McDonald - Director
E: helen.mcdonald@ubs.com
T: +44 207 567 0241
W: www.ubs.com/charities-uk

Waverton Investment Management
16 Babmaes Street
London
SW1Y 6AH
Contact: Isobel Fraser
T: 020 7484 7485
E: charities@waverton.co.uk
W: www.waverton.co.uk/charities

The value of your investments may fall as well as rise as a result of market and currency
fluctuations. You may not get back the amount you invested.
Authorised and regulated by Financial Market Supervisory Authority in Switzerland. In
the United Kingdom, UBS AG is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by
the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request.
High quality investment solutions for charities
Charities, universities and other not-for-profit institutions have valued the personalised
service and high quality investment solutions that Waverton has delivered since its
inception in 1986. We understand the complex matters that charities and institutions face.
That is why we would work in partnership with you, to ensure that your investments are
aligned with your organisation’s objectives and aims.

Waverton offers:
•
•
•

A dedicated charity team
An open and personalised service
Pooled or segregated solutions

•
•
•

Ethical investing and bespoke screens
Institutional investment approach
Trustee training and guidance

Waverton Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may get back less
than originally invested.

P R I N T ERS
4imprint
5 Ball Green
Manchester
M32 0QT
T: 0800 055 6196
E: sales@4imprint.co.uk
W: www.4imprint.co.uk

4imprint make ordering printed products quick and simple! And what’s more we back
up our magnificent product range with our water-tight ‘no quibble’ guarantees!
It’s simple. We guarantee you’ll be 100% satisfied with your order, you won’t find a lower
price elsewhere and that if your event is missed because we don’t dispatch in time then
it’ll be FREE!
We’re here to guide you every step of the way! Ordering online is simple and secure;
but if online isn’t your thing, please drop us an email sales@4imprint.co.uk or call us on
0800 055 6196 and we’ll get right back to you with the information you need.

FOR THOSE WITH
MORE TO CARE FOR
M&G CHARIFUND
We understand that charities have to balance their income
requirements with the need to protect the value of their assets.
That’s why M&G Charifund offers a well-diversified, UK-focused
portfolio built to protect capital against inflation over the long
term, while also seeking to pay a regular growing income.
The value and income from the fund’s
assets will go down as well as up.
This will cause the value of
your investment to fall as
well as rise. There is no
guarantee that the fund
will achieve its objective
and you may get
back less than you
originally invested.

This Financial Promotion is issued by M&G Securities Limited. Registered in England and Wales. Registered Number 90776. Registered Office is 10 Fenchurch Avenue, London EC3M 5AG.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. M&G Equities Investment Fund for Charities (Charifund)’s charity registered number is 249958. JAN 20 / 423201

